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is a ciuciai corporate asset. At Inmagic, 1

via the Web and corporate intranets. lnmagic offers

Inc., we give you t i e took you need to get the most out

a broad array of products, from cat-of-the-box informa-

I

of your information.
We are a giobal leader in providing information

tion management solutions to a fully integrated library

1

system. Our software is used by more than half of the

management and library automation solutions. And

Fortune 500 and in over 50 countries because it is

olui Weis publishing technology helps information

robust, flexible, easy to implement, and easy to use.

professionats effectively manage and disseminate
diverse types of data -text, multimedia and images -

lnmagic has what you need to make your
information work for you.

#
For more information visit us at www.inmagic.com
or call 800-zag-$398 ext. 257
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Empowering Information Leaders

Many campanies are finding that the new search-engine-smug WorKfarce can use business Intslligeaca partals to research
ctrstarners, competitors3 suppliers, markets, social trends, reguiatians, and technaiogi~s.Phsf is u h y harthem bight provides
costom search soiations that carnarbine vertical-industry Web content w i t h published nerus, press releases,

~ Y B journals,
~ E

campany aEd industry research reports, and internai Informatiarm We sales cail reports and rnarksfinq presentations - a!! $a a single
point a4 accsss l o r your end users. bbie'ue provided customized search solutions

fey

Rgilent Technologjes, barnesandnobie.com, Dest Eraup, Fortme? and Student
Rdvantage, So Pin6 out what we can do for you, call Northern U g h t a t 1-888-884-6535.

companies Iike F i a ~ l i t y!nuestmentsF

Northerr?Light.com
NLI%esearch,cgsm
;drr whar y o U ' ~ ebee? s e a r c h i ~ gf c r .

inform

www.sla.org

oadr;:
Gathering of the Wartgt"s diest Prsmkes to MgRkight the Future of t:ha %r&ssiasn
The trends shaping the information industy transcend international boundaries. Copyfight
infingement, the role of the Internet in information distribution, knowledge managementthese issues affect informatjon professionals around the globe. Cone get a sneak peek at the
events planned for the Giobai 2000 Conference to be held in Brighton, United Kingdom cn
October 16-19, 2000.

The Wiadcm Adminis%mt6!:$V;:ithg in the Mi-rgs

Forest Woody Horton addresses The evobition of the role of an organizatio~'ssecior
%formation officer as that rok has evolved primariiy fn the Last half of this century. But his
core thes~sis that by no later thar! 2010, graduare students anb people in their early work
force years Gll be scrambling to position themselves as very high paic! "Wisdom
Administrators." i n short, if we first saw data analysts, then information managers, then
chief information officers, acd now chief knowiedge oficers, can the t?';sdom Administrator
be k r beknd?

5po'rEgRr on SLA Membea: An Srrlewie~ww-ilh &?'$atLea
This edition of "Spotlight" foc~seson Nige! Lees, Manager, Library & A7chive Services at the
Royal Society of Chemistry, icncon. Lees taiks about his library and his many c$er!tfs
inquiries which fali anywhere between the usage of fructose for hangovers to DNA
fingerprinting and applicatio~r,i c forensic science. Read or! to learn mGre about his
fascinating Library.

Commsrnica$iorts 8utlosk
Keep it Simple, Stupid

leading Change:
Advice on Getting to the Tzbh
38

Stnteqic Eearrrizg Outlook
Make Learning Rock: Four Ways to Get the
Yost Out of Your Distance Learning
Expe~ence

Money Matters
From the 1999-2000 Treasurer's Report at
the 2000 Annuai Business Meetinc;

41

Copyright Corner
Does Deep iinkng Infringe Copyright

44

Conference Countdown
Discovering Tex-Mex,
the Cuisine of San Antonio

//

Artf-tisleUpdate
The July 2000 issue of Information Outi~okcontained
"The Value of Information in Libray Catalogs" by Joe
Matthews. This article can he Located online with a
comolete set of tables. which were not included in the
print version. The articie is located at
www.info~mationo%iook.com or &rectly a t www.sla.q/
pubs/sefiaL/io/2090/juu100/matthews.shtmi.
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the Speciel Sibrafics Associa$5cn
Vol. 4, Hc. P,
September 23CC
Pubiishe: Q z d d 8. Bender: PR.D.
Senlor Editor Douglas W. Newcomb, 14.5.
Wansgfeg Ed::or %$an W. Brosrghten
(s6isar.-h@sls,org)
Asristanr Editor fsndsca G. &setti
Layout S Design M e h a C. Lawten
Advertising Vfean Csken 301.963.3622
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En October 2000 t o discuss issues rhat have gisbai implications and help shape the future sf the ivfarmation !ndustry.

Information Ourloox@
(ISSH 1091-3868) is :he montzly, award-uci~ning
pcb:ica5o- of the Spedal Libraries Asscciation,
170C figtitee-th%ieet, NW, Washingto?, DC
20009-2514: tel: (202) ?34w47ij0,ex"74; fax:
(202) 255-9317;e-mail: magazi;.e@s;a.or:.

Cost: The conference prlce will be U S $495 a d includes aH

programs and seiected meals and functions.
giob&O08@sla.,org or d 1-282-234-4900.
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Refund Polis,.:
Due '.he cos: cf p:otassicg a :eimtursement, the
associatien's policy is that "ko refwds wili be
i, . -~ ..,~
d 50; anounts &ei $10.''
Change of Address:
Aiiow six waelts for aii changes t o become
eFFective. A!: ccmmw;cations siohLS he
accompmiad hy mailing labe! from a :ecen.' ?ss;.e.

J~~~
SpeciG
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Advertfn<ng:
Acceptaw? of an acivertisement does 96: k $ i y
enborsewe;.t of the p r s d x r by :he Specia;
Libra~iesAssociet+on. For 2030 advertising rate
cards or other advet!rln: i"oimathn, c o ~ t s c f
Vivi?n Cohe:: a t ul:(301; 363.1622;kx: (331)
869-8608:or s-ma?;: vivi??@s!a.oig.
Information Osrttooka is a reglstersd
trademark of the Speciai bibrsrks Arsecirt!on.

Inforrnatiec Culloak Qniina
5,con:cred by
Standard & Boors

Leading Chan e::Advke on
The chzllenge to lead change is everywhere in our profession. Wireless communication devices, virxai reference desk sokware innovations, and peer to peer conpanies
present just a few of the latest opportunities for innovation for information professionals. Professionals need to exercise intellectual leadership in their area of expertise
in order for the:r profession to be respected. WMe mcst infomarion professionals
realize that ir is necessary to lead change in their workplace, getting that leadership
role is frequently an uphill struggle. While the information revolution has made our
profession critical to a wide range of endeavors like knowledge management, the
information profession faces stiff competition fro= other proiessicns that desire this
leadership role. Success can depend on the ability to exercise good political skills to
ensure +Slatour profession is at the table when decisior,~in our area of expertise are
made. Yet, many in our profession cringe when the '?-wordn is mentioned.
There is such a thing as good politics, the art of bringing people together to get the
right things done for the organizatioc. Both poiitics and librarianship are a* forms.
The word art coaes from the Latin word artus, which is to join, fit together. The
information professional joins people to text and more importantly, people to people,
those who have knowledge with those who need it. Politiciacs join peopie to
people as weil, and both require similar skills. Politics is also a process of helping
others get to yes for your initiatives. While our jobs would be a lo; easier if good
ideas were just recognized as such and immediately implemented, it is instead
often cecessary to convince others with different points of view and different
professionai concerns of the value of your initiatives and positions and politics is
the process by which you achieve that.
Both politics and human information seeking behavior involves trust and trust is
based on relationships. Building relationships is natural for our profession; we
~isuallycall it networking. The relationships that are formed today are the potenrid allies of tomorrow. Spending significant amoucrs of time talking to people
outside of meetings helps to identify common interests and goals. Allies with a
unified position do much better in r,egotiatiocs than those who try to go it alone.
Leadership also requires patience. Otto Von Bismarck sad,"Politics is the art of
the possible," Leaders often have to remember that not everyone may be ready to
make as great a change as fast as the vision would have them do so. Creeping
incrementalism will often get a leader farther than trying to go the whole distance
at once. Consensus and compromise are helpful toois in getting approval for ini+.-.
,ictlves.
;
The advisability of any given compromise should be jsdged on whether it
moves the status q s o forward.
Leaders must also be team players once a decision is made. Memjers of an organization, whether it be a committee, a management team etc., ceed ro be able to trust
that those in disagreement will respect and silpport a decision once it is made.
Taking the role cf intellectual leader in yonr organization sounds like a daunting
task to some, particularly those who are cautious, but, as has been stated before,
the risk of not leading change can be greater.To paraphrase the words of Robert F.
Kennedy, few ail1 have the greatness ro bend histoy itself; but each of us can work
to change a small portion of events, and in the total of all those acts will be written
the hisfoy of the information revolution.

Donna Scheeder, SLA President

f. CH&r Honored by
University sf %BLr"nois
The University of illinois Graduate
School of Library- and Iniorzation Science has Izamed Guy §.I Clair as its
"Distingzished Alumnus" for 2000.

St. Clair is a past president of the Special LiSraries Association, of which he
has been a member for t3irty years.
iie is the author of many bcoks oc Iibrary and information services m a agernent, inc1adirig P i n a g i n g tire One
Person Library (1986 acd 1991), Entrepreneurial Librarianship (1996),
ctrange Management in A C ~ G(1999:,
R
and the f o r l h ~ c ~ i nBeycrrd
g
Eegrees:
Professional Learning and Qaali'firation I?iianagemerzt i n the 1nf~rmatioion
Services Indus@y. IE acIditicn to an M.S.
in Librargr and Information Science, St.
Clair holds an 8.3.from the i'niversity of Virginia.

Janet Reed recefves
Begun in 1987, the award recognizes
an individual aiumnus who has lnade
an outstanding contribution to the field
of library and infomarion sdmce. Fast
recipiects have included Beverly
Lynch, Edward Nolleyr, Charles Bunge,
igobert Wedgeworth, Barbara Ford, and
Ellis M o u ~ t .
St. Clair 1s currently employed as Senior System Analyst, Knowledge Managemest and Learning, for Dynanric
Research Corporation of Andover, MA,
working under contract for the Network-Cemric Integrated Digital Enuironrnent Project, United Stales Air
Force. Fro= 1984 mlii April, 2QGO, St.
CIair was President of SMR International, a management consulting firm
for the infornatlon services industry.
Prior to establishing SMR International, he served as library director of
the t'niversity C h b of New York and
as librarian, cnraiar, and director of
cultural programs for the t'nior: Leagrre
Club of New York.
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Dists'wgufshed S e w k Award
Janet S. Reed received the &asiness &
Finance's Distinguished Se- ice A-ward
at this year's Annual Business Meeting. Reed has recently retired froE ker
position as vice president at Rank of
America where she anag aged the Market Information Group. Reed has been
a member of the Special Lijraries Association since 1970 and has held a
number of chapter and dioisicc posts.
She was chairmar, of the Associarion
Scholarship Committee in 198G and
received the 1993 L3isclosure Technology Achievement Aw-ard. Reed was alsz
honored for her years of service.

%ncy E x o n A$rps~.?nted
as
iaector for SLAP%
Knowtedge Champiarws
Iasti'fute
K a x y MM.
Dixon, Ph.D,. teacher, author, cocsulta~r,and expert in organizational knowledge sharing %asbeen
appointed as faculty director for SLK
s newly create6 Kcowledge Champions ir,s:iiarte ( K G ) to be held ix Aprii
2G3i. [Specific dates for the Institute
are stiil to be determined.]
Dixon is the author of the recenrly reieased book, Corr~rnorrMmwledge: Xow
C o r p m i e s Thri-3~Ziy Shrrring Wkat
They Mnolil, pzblished by ?he Waxard
Busicess School Press. In Common
Knowfedge, Dixon discusses five different farms of knewiedge transfer aad
heips readers determine the best type
3f knowledge-sharing system for their
crganizatiocs' specific needs.
Dkon is a professor of Ad~iclstrative
Sciences at The George Was%ngton En?versity in Washington, BC, and wzs a
melnbe: of the Human Resource DeveIy 3n:veropment graedate f ~ ~ iatt The
sit? of Texas, Atstis. She has consulted
m a e r a u s companies in the U.S. 2nd
a k o a d inchding Conoeo, tockheebMar'iin, Internal Revenue Service, and
the Federa: Aviation Admieisrration.
The
Champions Institste is
a learning experience that will help interested infomaaion professionals create
and snpport k n o w e g e - n systems
tka: are linked ?o their organizaeons'
sPa&ategic dimc2ions. KC1 will rephce &r-ne
%:owledge Zxecuti~ieInstitute, which
S U has previously offered in co~junctian with its Annual Conkreace.

Eighteen Selected as Fe68ows

for 66obal Infarmatiom
Casnferenee
The Special Libraries Association has
anr~cauncedthat eighteen information
professianals from developing nations
aronnd :he world have been selected to
participate as feiiows at Global 2000, the
Second W~ridwideConference Special
Librarianship, to be held October 16-13,
26?C:0, in Brighton, England. The participarits who were selected from a pool of
over 400 applicants, will join over 1,000
other gToba2 idormation professionals in
exgloriag the future of information managemeat in khe digital age.
The Globai 2000 Conference is designed
to bring information professionals from
all comers of the globe together to learn,
foster the growth of the profession, and
bu~fda stronger worldwide community
of p~acticethat will lead to greater recognitioc of the value in putting knowledge to work. Special keynote addresses
and breakout sessions have been organized to allow for greater interaction
and comnxnication among the conference delegates. More on the conference
s c h e d ~ i e can be found a t
wvnv.siagiobal2000.org, the conference
web portal.
The Globai 2000 Fellowship Program
was created to ensure that special Iibrxians and infcrmation professionals in developing nations have an opportunity to establish relationships
with their colleagues around the world
and to iearn more about the technologies and trends that are revolutionizing infornation management. Eleven
SL.4 chapters, twelve SLA divisions,
and fiky individual members of the
Associatim made substantial financial
commitments to the Global 2000 EelIowship Program that will allow the
paiticfpants to attend free of charge.

Our jite, www.rittenhouse.com, provides access t o our fu!i inventory
database plus speciai sales information, iinks t o related web sites, and
email. Place orders 24Ui
OCLC" and Marcivemcan offer seamless autcmated bibiiographic control

and support. PromptCatmfrom OCLC and bibiiographic records from Marcive
are all available with no added costs from Rittenhouse.
Approval plan, notification siip and standing order services in addition t o
standard firm orders.

* Shipping, order processing and consolidatios t o meet customer needs.
Compiimentary BrandonlHi!i Medical, Nursicg, a ~ Allied
d
Health reprints
a n 3 monthly update service.

Annual cost analyses and regular reporting on t h e heaith sciences industry
and account status.

-

The Rittenhouse Ouarterly Report features sdbject iistings of recently
pubiished and forthcoming titles, speciai offers and discounts, and
selected title highlights.
Free shipping on non-rush orders via UPS ground service within t h e
continental U.S.

RITTEN

OCSE

distributing fnfoma!ior! for the 2:sf cenfirty

.

5 4 1 Peheiey Drive, King of Prussia, PA 19406 Phone: 1.800.345.6425

-

Fax: 1.800.223.7488 * On-Line: 1.800.372.2665
Web: www.rittenhouse.com Emai!: customer.service@~%erhouse.com

The eighteen Global 2000 Fellows are:
Damodar Adhikari - Nepal
Dania Mohamed Amin - Egypt
innocent Afuh Awasom - Cameroon
Muhammad Chzudhary - Pakistan
Maria das Gracas Souzo Filho -Brazil
Lilia Echiverri - Philippines
Ivan Herasym - 'Jkraine
Cao Minh Kiem - Vietnam
Praveen Krrrnar lrain - India

Doreen Lambert - Jamaica
Aguinaldo Marcelino - Brazil
Paiki Muswazi - Swaziland
Godfrey Ncongwane - South Africa
Ozioma Brji - Nigeria
Guisella k i z - Costa Rica
Jadranka Stojanovskf - Croatia
tyudmila Pharaphovna - Russia
Xiumei Wang - China

september 2040

CaE for Papers-%an h k ~ ~ i e 3 Criteria: Criteria for review will include
reievance to the session :henx, and
2009 f ontufbutegi Papers
evidence of scholarship. Preference
Sessian

f ~ v oRecipients O e k t e d
t s Rece-lveSternheirrr
Schatarskip Honors
Awarded arxuaiiy by the Southern
California Chapter sf SLA, the Karen
Sternheim Memorial Schoiarship was
established to provide assistance to a
sadent enrolled in a graduate Master's
degree program ir. iibrary azd information studies who intends to pnrsue
a career in special librarianship. This
year, the chapter awarded two $1530
scho!arships to Laurie Biasingame and
Natasha Bergson-~Micheison,both
Master's degree candidates fro^ San
Jose State University. Both recprents
admirably denonstrate what the Scholarship Committee beiieves is zeeded
in future leaders; scholastic achievement, goal oriented plans and commitment to speciai librarianship.

Engi~eeringDivkion

&nrsaunca I F W E C TravcI,
Sepand Award Winner
Donna Braqxet, a shdent at the School
of Library and Information Science 21
Louisiana State University is the winner of the 1999/2CC0 INSPEC Travel
Stipend Award administered by LQe§LA
Engineering Divisio~.The topic of the
P999/2000 winning essay is how library
edccdtion must change to meet L?echallenge of new or emerging technoiogies.
Braquet -was honored at the Engineering Division annual business meeting
held during xhe 2090 SLA Annual Gonference in Philadelphia heid in Tune,
The $500.00 INSPEC Travel Award assists library school stadents toward
payment of expenses incurred wkile
attending the annual Special Libraries
Association conference.

The §LA Science & Technoiogy Division is pianring a Contributed Papers
Session for the San Antonio Conference
June 3-14,2001.
Eligibility: Any SLA member is welcome to submit an abstract for consideration.
of ElecTheme: Managing the C e l i v e ~
tronic Journals: Issues for a Sciencetechnical Library. How are you orgacizing eiectronic journals for your ciienteie? Do you p r ~ v i d elinks from the
iibrary catalog or facilitate access via
another access point {web page, database, coamerciai service, multiple access points, etc.)? What policies do you
have in piace regarding access, proxy,
or otherwise to electronic journals?
How do you measure the sse of these
journals? Do you duplicate print editions or are you canceling the print in
favor of the electronic? In all cases?
Mow have electronic journals affected
yonr use of inierlibrary ioan or document delivery? How do you promote
the existence of these resources to your
clientele? How do you train yonr patrons in the effective utilization of these
resources? What chalienges have you
faced in defivesiag this format to your
patrons and what issues do you see in
the future?
Abstract: Submit your pr~posaiin +he
fom1 of a 300-5C0 word abstract. Be sure
to include the paper's topic, scope; nethodoiogy, and conclusions or results.

will be given to members of tire Science $I Technoiogy Division.
Deadline for Submission: October 16,
2030. Of you have difiicuity neerizg
this deadline, piease contact Janes for
2 short extension)
?APERS: if ysur paper is one of tirose
selected for presentatjon, you will be
ex3ec;ed to 1) submit the compiete text
of your paper to the program convener
by March 16, 2001; 2) presec; your
paper at the San An?_%onio
SLA annuai
conference (20 minutes allowed); and
3: airow your paper to be printed in
session preprints and/or mounted o~
the Science & Technoiogy Divisicc's
web site.
Submit Abstract ( e - ~ a ipreferred)
i
to:
Jaznes E. Manasco, Mead Librarian;
Shaver Engineering Library, University
of Kentucky7Lexirgton, MY 405060046,
Pkone: 1-859-259-8358;Fax: 1-859-3231911; E-mail: manasco@pop.uky.edu

BIO Fsiur'sion Presents Akvards
The Biomedicai and Life Sciences Division presented with pleasure and
pride three awards at the 91st Annual
Conference in Phiiadelphia this year.
Tire 2000 3istiagaished Member P,tvard
wds betowed upon Renee Bush for demonstrating intelligent and resourceful
leadership and professionalism. She is
currently a representztive to the International Federation of Library Associarims and Institutions (IFLA).

The 2000 Winnifred Sewell Prize for
innovation in Info-rxnation Technologies i z Eiornedical & Life Sciences
Librariansh~pwas given to Joanne G.
Marshzll. Marshall is an acknowledged
leder, educator and researcher in biomedical reference services and clinicai librarianship. A member OFSpecual
Libraries since 1988, Marshall has
served OD nuzerous committees at the
chapter and association level.

Connect With The Last Voices Of,

i he authoritative collection of

.,

WPA

slave narratives on the Web!
Tbe Chair's Recognition Award was
presented to Nancy Stimson in recognition of outstanding contributions and
meritoricus service to the division.
Stimson was aknowledged for her
w-ork as chair of the Philadeliphia conference committee. Her leadership and
vision created mrnerous positive influences on program planning and benefited ail division sesssion attendees.

C Tour~FREE
~ demo by visiting
www.slavenarratives.com
The Work Pr~jectsAdministration (WPA)employs writers
and journalisis to intefviewex-slaves ir! the United States.
Greenwood Publishing Group publishes George F!
Rawick's comprehensive collection of WPA siave narratives, The American Slave: A Composite Autobiography, in
40 volumes.

HTE Reeds Photos!
The Infcrrnation Technology Division
will be celebrating its fiftieth anniversary in San Antonio. As part of the celebration we want to do exhibits and a
book. Hcwever, o w archives has no
photographs.

After years of work, Hcward E. 3otts indexes Rawick's
entire work, which GPG releases as The Comprehensive
Name lndex to The Ame~icanSlave.
Greenwood Electronic Media (GEM) assembles these
works and creates a dicjital resource for the study of this
crucial piece of American history. American Slavery: A
Composite Autobiography.

We know that people must have photos tiIcked away somewhere and we'd
like them. Absolutely any photos will
count because all photographic formats
can be worked with by a photographer
to give us the prints we want to use,
So, wherher they are prints, negatives,
Polaroids, color, Mack and white, large
or small, we'd love to have them.

Please send them to the ITE Archivist:
Lillian Menser, 1017 Claiborne Way,
Lexington, RY 40517

'me only resource that iets ycu search by name, year of birth, county/state
where ecslaved, and master's name:

View and print reproauctions 3f the actmi WPA documents using
Adobe PDF:
* join public or privale discussion areas for historians: students, and

~enealcgists.

"errmien: liorary sr:e rcensrng beans at $900.
year a d short k r n access also am lab e,
Contact oJr drredor of Sales for more informatior
83 Post Road Wesr
PO.Box 5037 Wesesi~ofiCT 05681-5307
Teea'lone:233) 226-3571
Ofke A
: X (203:222-1502
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ARTICLES ASAPsM
(As Soor. As P&Zis.hls&e)

ACS Web Edition subscribers c a c
instantly access Miy accepted articles
w i t h k 24 to 48 hours of ir,itlai author
approva'i--in both HTML and PDF hil-cexc formats. s

ASAP ABests
ACS ?UUSLiCATIONS1 free e-mall aieriing service fo~wards
notice of new articles posted to ACS Web Edirions 0 3 a
daily or weekiy basis.

+

Browslrng and Searching
ACS \Veb Edirion subscribers can browse and search fulltext ar,d bibiiograp:?ic ififornation from individuai A C S
heid Web Editions.

+

CAS Hignkiaag

..
.
Connect from A C S article references arreccy to the
relevant Chenlcai Abs:racts Services (CAS) rec-d.

Mannscripts are sabnitred and peer-reviewed eiectronicaiiy
t3 provide you with fzst, efficient publications. t

BBwks $0 References En Other
ACS Journals and Baaabases
Connect :c ACS ar~iclescited in ogler ACS Web Edition
. - .

articles as weii as outside databases icciuding PubMed,
Medline, GenBank, and Froteir, Da:z sank.

Library L h k
Find the iztesr ii'srxy x w s , A C S insti~utionaiiicenses and
prices, <he A C S In:eriib:y Loan p o k y , iinks to cL;storr,er
service, back issues of the informative and Iiveiy Library
Letier cewsietter at htcp://?ilbs.acs.o~g/iibii~~k.

W e b Usage Reports
A C S wili provide institutional subscribers with
reports via e-mzii of how ofcm a d which Web Editions are
beir?g accessed. 9

HTMH. end PDF Formats
Choice of HTi\l',i and/or PDF fcrxms. %
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e Learning

Imagine that you can see two
colleagues walking side-by-side as
they eslt a doorway. One colleague,
with a widening grin gestures a "high
five" w a x to the other. The second
colleague puts up a hand in apparent
agreement. Nodding their heads
simuiraneoi;sly they yelp, "that video
conference ROCKED!"

Okay, so maybe you haven't
experienced this. Let's be honest,
paxticipating in a distance learning
program isn't like going to a concert.
In fact, distance learning is usually
quite Ihe opposite. Upon completion
of a distance learning course, you tend
not t~ cmne out 5urnming the "elearning tune." And who's heard of
anyone saving the ticket stub from
their last virtual seminar? Nope, this
just doesn't happen.
Instead we're more likely to feel
isolated, often unable to directly
interact 'with our facilitators and our
learning colleagues. The result is a
seemlngiy unsurmountable distance
from :he overall experience. But it
doesn't have to be this way. You can
urnleash the power of distance learning!
The enrergence of new technologies
makes distance learning an effective
way to pursue learning a n d
development activities. The value of
distance learning is quite clear to
organizations seeking to promote
learning while managing costs. SLA's
Strategic Learning and Development
Center (SLDC) is leading the way by
presenting various types oi &:stance
learning opportunities. For years,
SlAs informative video conferences

have been regular occurrences in the
spring and fali. SLA's Self-paced Online
courses are available to information
professionals an-ywhere and at anytime.
More great distance learning
opportunities are planned for later this
year: a November video conference on
e-commerce and two sessions of the
2000 Virtual Seminar Series on
September 27 and December 6.
Whether you attend the occasional
video conference, log onto our SelfPaced Online courses, or participate
in our Virtual Seminars, you can have
a distance learning experience that
ROCKS!
Youkxe Eeamlng,
Not Playing Around!
Your participation in a distance
learning program is not playing around.
It is building your skill base and value
through learning. Unfortunately, many
distance learners grapple with others'
perceptions that such learning activities
are unrelated to work. Some learners
believe that if they're learning at work,
their co-workers will interpret their
actions as "wzsring time" or "avoiding
work." These misconceptions can be
overcome by employing a few simple
strategies.
Before registering, jot down one or
two reasons why you want to
participate, focusing o n w h a t
aspects of distance learning work
best for you. This not only gives you
a clear response for the "naysayers,"
but also validates your participation
in the experience. In fact, this is the
first step to understanding how this
session will meet your specific
learning needs,

Once you're registered, try to get the
word out about your plans to
participate in a distance learning
experiesce. After discussing it your
immediate supervisor, share your
plans with colleagues. Tell them
about the session, and let them
know what they can learn if they
choose to participate. Wi any luck,
your enthusiasm wil! win them
over. Even if they are unable to
attend, they'll still appreciate your
efforts and will see that you take
learning seriously.
Finally, set the mood and tote. If
your work space isn't conducive to
learning, find a more appropriate
setting. You don't want someone
looking over your shoulder unless
he or she is an active participant in
the experience, so plan ahead and
borrow a n office or reserve the
conference room. Any quiet,
comfortable space with access to the
appropriate technologies will do. Set
up your surroundings and you'll set
the right tone to learning.

Shnt Out the Workp6ace,
Open Up t o Learning
A viral part of learning is t h e
experience. Many distance learners,
however, deprive themselves of a truly
meaningful experience by working
right up to the start of or throughout
a distance learning session. The
flexibility offered by distance learning
is a major attraction for many
professionals. Unfortunately, this
flexibility creates a real possibility for
distraction. After at!, the instructor
can't see you, SO who will know if
you're working during the session?
Well, you will, so don't cheat yourself
out of &e learning experience.
Shift the focus away from daily
demands and imagine the impact that
this learning endeavor will have on
you. Yon =ust make a personal
commitment to create Lhe best possible
learning experience for yourself. By
taking rhe time to address your
learning needs, you'll set your course
toward a wonderful learning
experience!
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DonY Fsrgek t o Ges Beady
Whether you're learning how t e
balance a budget or to promote the
value of your resource center, it's
important for you to prepare for the
iearning experience. In most cases, the
facilitator of your diwance learnizg
session creates a bibliography or
provides an article or two to review i s
advance. Other distance learning
experiences incorporate networking
and knowledge-sharing before the
session and thus rely heavily or, the
active participation of each attendee.
Entering late, departing early? failing
to actively participate or neglecting
advance preparation diminishes the
impact of the learning experience for
yourseif and for other learners. So
don't forget to get ready!

Find 4Iatae iri Loaking Back
Even after the session is over, the
learning experience can stii! con:. mue
to grow. It doesn't stop once you've
#

information outlosk

submitted the evaiuatlon form. While
most of us tend lo quickly jot dcwn
our thoughts based on our initial
impressions, it is 5est to look deeper.
So, before getting back to work,
cossider holding your own "afreraction review.'."You may wish to reflect
on the following questions:
ZCWcan I apply whar I've learned
to my work?
How will 1 share my new learning
with my co!jeagues?
e Who is the one person irr my
orga~ization(other than myself)
who can benefit from this new
learning?
@

@

After *&edistance learning experience,
make plans to share ymr ieaming with
others. You might consider w&hg a
learning synopsis or Leading a small
workshop for colieagues who were
wable to join you. TMs h d of sharing
is invaiuabie in today's fast-paced,
kmwIedge-drives: organizations.

Don't let yourseif be "'distanced"
from the learning experience. Try
t h e s e t e c h n i q n e s a n d create a
distance learning experience that
truly rocks! And iet us know how
you make the =ost a i distance
learnizg experiences. What great
straregies can you share with y n ~ r
informatiofi professional colleagues?
z-%;,ail us at Iearnizg@sia.org and
we'll be s u r e to s h a r e the best
responses in tke near future.
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For more informtion,
contact %orvieC a t ~ n g t o n
$cw&~skib,oag)

And crafted them into something usefull.

Introducing RegScan Solution Stores.
A One-Stop Shop for All Your Compliance Needs.
Over 6,000 HAZMAT & OSHA products

> Exciusive DOT & ETA approved shippers
Placards, labels, hardihzts arxi more

Get everytl?.ing you need to meet
DOT, OSHA and FDA requirements in one place.

Scan..
lbs s , ~ a r " e~" . a )-G k?cw

Go to www.HAZMATSTORE.com to order
1-877-373-4726
RegScan" is a rraderrark of RegScan, Inc 02000 &@can, Inc

says. "Infad,the more props you have,
the greater the potential for disaster."

-ner advice? "Learn to love low-tech.
Apologies for this month's title, folks,
My high school calculus teacher
always reminded me when solving
differential equations to "use the MISS
method: Keep It Simple, Stupid." And
it's stuck with n e ever since.
And I've learned through my own
experiences (and that of many others)
that the KISS method is best for
effectively commuricating y m r points
in a presentation. Many of us toii with
our computers over the slides we need.
We sleep well the night before the
presentatior,. We dress appropriately
and meticulously7.We mingle wi+&L?e
audience for a dew minutes before we
begn, just to warm up the crowd.
But when the lights go our and the
screen comes into view, the power
doesn't work. Or the inpur/outpn!:
cable wasn't supplied. Or the LCD
projector buib blows, How many of
us are abie to deliver a n effective
presentation when something like this
happens? If you have an organized,
written outline and you're not rattled
by the lack of technology, you can
probably do just fine. But why take
chances?
"Don't think that lots of slides 2nd
audiovisual equipment are going to do
'Lire work for you," says Ruth Sherman,
a commanications authority and
speech consultant with many =ajar
corporate clients. "_Most of the time,
tech high-jinks create a barrier
between you and the audience."
According to Sherman, many of
today's executives rely too heavily on
props without developing a
clnarisn~aticstyle. 'Trops can fail," she

Compeliing communication keeps the
focus on %hespeaker, while tIne tech
part supports the message." Other
experts agree that an attention span
for dry information is only twenty to
thifiy r5nutes. "An audience cannot
absorb sixty slides ir: &My minutes.
Twelve slides ic thirty minutes is the
optimal number," she says.

other peopie? With training, =any
business speakers have learned to
keep i? simple, Sherman says that you
mnst create a bond of trust with your
andience. "-We've gotten carried away
with flip char:s, white boards,
overheads. Be jzdicious. Learn to use
your
best
equipment-your
knowiedge, your voice, and your
body language. You're the only one
in charge of persuasion. And doc't
worry if you're nervous. L i ~ acling,
e
t h e adrenaline can give yous
perfornanee an edge."

While content is essential, image is
crucial. How do you soznd? VJhar do
you look iike standkg up in front of

Videotape yourself. Find an honest cn'tic to evaluate your performaxe.
Don': ask a subordinate who may be afraid to tell you the tr-cth.
e

Practice modulating your voice, Slow down! Konhing makes a
presentation sound less important than a rushed delivery, and when
you slow down your audience can give yorr nonverbal feedjack,

* Build rapport wwith pour a~dience.In America, making eye contact
with one or two members of the audience is hportant. In Asia it's
taboo. Do research in'cc, cultural differences like this one and use the
infomarion progerly.
a
8

a

Cut your support props. Twelve focused slides can say more than tkkty.
Use effective expressionism. Be a star, but don't be histrionic, While
"natural" - i ~ ~ rwhen
k s you're speaking personally, look at A2 Gore,
who has had to be coached to be expressive.
If possible, stand in front, or to the side, of podiums. They were built
for \7eq- tail people and can be &-putting. If you do use the iec:em,
don't lean or hunch over.

Use y m r hands and body carefully. Watch how good commznicators
eEphasize their message with careful hand gestures. 'By 'them out on
your videotape. Watch out for "fig leafing" @uttiig your hands in
front of your g~oiX1;.

* Smile. Use your enthusiasm, then find your own style and sriek with it.
* Check equipment thoroughly in advance.

ntelligent . Resourceful. Pr
Meet Factiva Publisher.
A welcome addtion to your intranet team.
M&e sure y w r ir:traet team recriiitr today's most fuily-qualified content
iniecjrator: Fa'aalva PuMWer. This ready-to-use soiution deiivers the ar!iformiycocied csntent of both DO\N;ones Interactiveand Reuters Business Briefing-so
your irtranet meets the critical glsbal awareness needs of each employes.
Best of all, as a k:wwledge manager you'li ezend your indexing expertise to
the intrane-t. Appiy Factiva intelligent lndexirrg tcpics--company, inci~stryand
geographic terns-TO internal documents, so end users receive the critical
busixss facts they need-from
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a single site.

more, visit \ ~ \ n ~ ~ ~ f a c t i v a . c o m
.
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C,LOBAI, 2 0 0 0 , THE SECOND wORLD'@dIDE C O N E

N SPECIAL LIBRA

begins next month i n Brighton, England, and will be attended by special librarians and information professionals from
around t h e world and by representatives ~f companies serving t h e industry. And if t h e programming is any indication,
t h e four-day enclave of should reveal t h e bright, globally and technologically oriented future of t h e information
professlunal. Hosted by t h e Special Libraries Association, but supported by thirteen Library associations from around
t h e world, GLobal 2000 is sure t o s e t a new standard for t h e manner in which information professionals interact,
communicate, share, and network.
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The centerpiece of the conference are the general sessions
taking p:.ace each day of the conference. Keynote speakers
will deliver an address focusing on trends in the informatior, industry and the role of information management in a
gl.obal society. Following each keynote address, conference
delegates will participate in "Strategy Sharing Sessions."
The conference becomes even more interesting during the
afternom of each day. Six concurrent breakout meetings
will be devoted to a variety of topics that all relate to that
day's keynote address. These subject-orientated sessions
are being devebped by units of SLA and other orgamzations from aroucd the globe. Global 2000 also incorporates multiple other activities such as con~ributedpaper
sessions, an exhibit hall, Strategic Learning Workshops,
an& tours of local at~ractions.

irley DBE, is the Keynote Speaker for
Txsday, October 17. Dame Shirley is Founder & Life President, F.1 Group, pic Dame Shirley is one of Europe's outstanding business women, out of the "rags-to-riches" mold.
She a~rivedin Britain as an unaccompanied child refugee
a:nd g:ew up to become Founder and Director of F.I. Group,
a:n incovative business venture to become one of Britain's
leading information technology groups. Dame Shirley will
address the Global 2000 delegates on the future of infoma'ciori management through technology on a global scale.
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This presentation will seek to examine the effect of political
events on the performance of the global economy, specifically financial aarkets. Also, the panel will present how
firms, whether manufacturing or service, act or react to this
perlomance and the consequences or opportunities to 2 firm
and its market. The panel will touch upon the strengths of
country markets and foreign investment in addition to a
firnrr's desire to expand or leave non-domestic markers.

B l ? ~ p ~ ~ rt?s f SPolsn?
~g
1nfafcntzts"an Beg~ilrexe~izs:
iti~so:~.ti
Laarwd fr? Designi~g~~~~~~~~isn Gateways
j%;i;:~
W r l d DrveBn$mewl
Many inrernational institutions have a responsibility to deliver reievant information to non- developed and developing countries. The tendency is to prepare this service within
a development world framework, The objective of this presmtatiar: is to describe methods used to discover a model
for developing and delivering inionnation services for world
develcprcent and poverty reduction and to share the lessons learned along the way. The session will be of special
interest to informational professionals who work in mulcin a t i o ~ a orgznizations
i
and who serve clients in developing
counrries. The World Bank and the International Monetary
F a d are the frames of reference within which these serv ces are being developed.

CstlicBwaNor?.in a G%eahaZ5e's'tI~ig
This presentation will provide industry case studies in
collaborating in knowledge exchanges (explicit and implicit], ~articuiarlywith respecr to content management,
coliaboration tools, cultural distinctions in collaboration,
and legalities such as copyright and internal information
resWctfons.
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The Information Age has impacted the information profession 5y iowering :he technological barriers to global cammunication. This greatly expands the potential scope of professional networking while increasing the complexity of personal interaction. Information professionals now need to
acquire and build global networking skills. This session will
discuss differences between networking on a regional basis
and on a global basis; offer specific exampies of successful
networking; and suggest potential uses of technological tools
to facilitate global networking.

%he;!ryacr

g j ,Yulr_u 3rr u Chcryqinq I;ihzbai 6'3irn&-e
O r r world is changing with the explosion of resources available over the Internet, in print, and via television anb radio networks. A p n e l of news librarians from around the
w ~ r l dwill discuss the impact of news in their working
environments and countries. They will examine: the growing vniume of news and information now available; :how

we acquire that information; how the booming access to
information is influencing societaI changes; and the chasm
developing in some situations between those who have
access to information and those who do not.

Equity af L%C?~SS m In$mmtiar, Bssou~sres:Pmblms
arrd Pcssibde .%?vti~fls
FG ; > e . . ~ a k q f ~Cg ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i c
The amount of information availabie via the Internet is growing at an astronomical rate. As more publishers switch to
an electronic format for journals and other publications,
the problem of equity in access to this information for researchers and libraries in developing countries is profound.
Although this discussion wiir focus on scientific information, the same problems exist within other subject areas as
well. Panelists will disccss the current situation and possible solutions for equity in information access. Innovative
international projects will be presented. The view of publishers-how they see their role in providing answers to
these difficult questions - will also be included.
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der and President, EGIDERIA is the
Keynote Speaker for Wednesday, October 28, Marti is
Founder and President of EGIDERIA, the Ieading business
intelligence company in Europe. Marti embarked on his
career in telecommunications in 1982 with Dassult
Eleclronique. In ihe following years, he worked for Pacific
Monolithics and Hewiett Packard in Silicon Valley, California. During this time, Marti also taught at the Uclversity of
California-Berkeley. Marti will address the Global 2008 delegates or, the increasing importance of competitive intelligence in today's global marketplace.
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One-person libraries are on the rise aronnd the werid. The
challenge is to identify librarians in such facilities to heip
establish a higher degree of professiorralism and user ssrvice to their organization and community.
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To preserve and improve access to important research journal literature for the benefit of "e schoiarly and research
communitg5 SSTOW provides a coEpleteiy browseable acd
searchable full-text database comprising nearly six million
years
I
pages of journal literature reachizg back hundreds G
to their inception. JSTOR's primary goal is to increase the
eocvenience of access to the schohrly materials, whiie at
the same time reducing system-wide cost 31: archiving them.
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Our world was dominated by atoms, but ncw it is doninated by bits. Sw:tch off the computers and there is no
food, water, sanitation, heat, light, power, tramport or
clothing. Acd there is no going back! As a result of technology, we are all healthier, better educated, live longer
and in larger n ~ r n b e r sthen ever before. But technology
can create chaos. Wkilst we build complex systems ro complete essentially simple tasks, mother nature does the reverse. Ants and bees complete incredibly complex tasks
with !ittie hierarchy and very simple communication. What
does the furure hold? Should we be worried? How do we
take advantage of a future of instant gratification, information and ~ o m ~ u n i c a t i o n ?
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Inteiiectuai property rights are enshrined as h u a a n rights
in the universal declaration of human rights YdDHR]. In
articular, Article 27/2j of the UDHR provides %be"everyone has ?he right to the p~otectionof the moral and znaterial
interests resuXng from any scientific, literary or artistic
productioc of which he is the author." W t h the advent 3f
the knowledge-based econozy, however>the increasingly
important role of icteliectuai property in deveiopxent,
human rights and relaied policy areas raises questions ?hat
are rapidly evoiving, and, a: time, corrtroversiaL Hew da
approaches to the protection of human rights differ from
those to the protection of intellectmi property? What is the
differe~cein approach by Sluman sights law and by intellecDfgff~~;-l
? ; i b y ~ y P:~~jecrs:
y
&:&$
3(: ? : z p ; . ~ y j r
~ gi c ~ F~
c s tuaI ~ropertylaw to such fundamental principles as that cf
Lr%r@rqa$.^s;p, !Tse,._a
con-discrimination! Tkis panel will explore the relationship
between copyright and other forms of inteilectuai property,
Presentations on digital library projects have commanded large
on the one hand, and international human rights issues, on
audiences nationally and internationally. Numerous digital
library projects are being conducted on bo:h sides of the 8':- the other.
Iantic-in the U.S., Canada, France, Gemany, Netherlands,
and UK to name a few countries with established programs.
While most of the research is being conducted at university
or national libraries, the prodrrcts oi this research are of interest to special librariafis in government Iabs, industry, and
academic and medical institutions. This program would alIow attendees to learn about the more interesting digital Ikb r a y projects in an open and non-threatening environmect
and to provide networking opportunities. It will enable special librarians to better evaiaiuate the offerings of competing
vendors and publishers of eleczonic journals and databases.
The Use & Management of Electronic Jeur
This program wiE also provide insight to: emerging standards
Learning Together i n the Snfarmatiove Cen
in cligital libraries: intelligent agents, dynamic linking, and
Environment
knowledge envircnment, as well as: How can artificial inteldorrnat%x-i Ethics: Changing Rules, Cs
ligence applications and expert sysrems facilitate access to
Challenges
source and content information?; How wiil artificial Inteiiievkw
the course descriptions and pric
gence applications and expert systems change user access
CLobal
2000 conference web site:
and icteraction with computerized databases?; and What are
www.siaglolsai26100-orgg
the design considerations for q-zestion-answeriag or fact providing online system?
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Tbis sess:on will present and explore various ways in whrc5
special librarians in Japan plan to use human and technxal
networks both to organize and disseminate information in
a global network environment. There will be discussions
re.atir?g to network systems of Japanese institutions gathering and ~rovidingmformation about Japan and Asia world
wde; also, case studies of knowledge based information
systems created in Japanese corporations will be introduced.
Attendees will learn about resources on Japan and Asia and
the methods to find such information effectively; moreover,
an attempt will be made to provide insighr into the sirdarities acd differences between Japanese and Western corporate cultures as they manage indorrnation/knowledge.

the Global 2000 web site:

www.slaglobat2000.org.
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Chantal Gum, Journalist & Communications Specialist is the
Keynote Speaker for October 19. Cuer is a communications
=pert Bwnt in French and English. She lectures, chairs conferences, and makes films in the fields of politics, business,
and academia. Sne has worked extensively with the Bri.ish
B -0adcasiing Corporation [BBC) on both radio and television.
In +hepast, she as presented Radio 4's "French Ekperience,"
and SBC2's "France Means Business," 'Telejournal," and "The
W7dd This Week." She also launched and presented, "The
E~ropeans,"an analysis of Eastern and Western Europe, Cuer
mill adciress the GIobal 2000 delegates on the explosion of
coarnunications and media in the digital age, and its impact
o ;l information management.

Organised with the recently formed FID special interest group
on Information for Developme:-& this session's panelists will
explore some "hot" topics currently on the development
information agenda, sharing experiences and current thinking and encouraging participants to work together to address knowledge-sharing chalienges in deveioping countries.

Gbha?P~rspectivs?~
fm5 p & ~ ?L i b l ' a ~ i ~ ? ~ ~ ,
This session will present the International Federation of Library Association and Institutions (IFLA) work and will give
you the opportunity to learn more about the idea of an international federation and how it can assist your institution
or association. IFLA activities and working groups relevant
to special libraries will be ictroduced. You will have the
chance to meet people from the division and have a look at
the most recent issues of INSPEL-the International Journal of Special Libraries, edited by IFLA.
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This session will explore the ways
in which institutions and corporaiiocs deliver information over long
distances. Issues relating to connectivity, the role of government, marketing and service delivery will be
discussed by those providing information services ati ion ally and internationally.
L,'iqY&;:$::
j ;; Ei<;,:?<;<?
..
This sessian will focus on the topical issue of copyright as it pertains
to Europe, Xielmcrone will talk
about the deveiopnent of copyright
wirhin the European Union and
how the new EU Directive will impact a:?i a a t i o n a l legislation.
Giavarrz will follow with a discussion on licensing issues.
*
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Gia%ci&Fi7rma:i.:,7z :.ndf.g:>t .;r"g~10 $=@Companies from around the world will be on hand to denenstrate the iatesr ic oniine and digital :nformaticn services
and technologies to yox. Why rely on narketing mate7ia1s
that arrive by =ail when you can see the maZ ~ m live
g
and in person at Global 2003. Some of :he compa~iesthat
will be exhibitmg inriude:

delegate has paid,
-i,

Fee: lE22I'iI$per person

American Institute of Physics
BSA Pntessational (Silver Sponsor)
Bowker-Saur
Cambridge Scientific
Data Downlink
EBSCO Information Services (Silver Sponsorj
Economist InteIlige~ceUnit
Elsevier Scknce
Facriva, a Bow Jones/Reuters Company {Gold Sponsor)
The H.W Wilson Company (Title Sponso~)
Ingenta
Instant Libraryr, Ltd.
LEXIS-KEXIS {Silver Sponsor)
Sorthem Light Tecfsanology~Xnc. {Gold Sponsor)
R~weCom:
§wets BIackweE Information Services
Thornson Financial Securities Data
West G r o q [ G d d Sponsor)
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To ensure that your trip to the Unired Kingdom. doesn't end
withcut some fun,SLA has a r r a ~ g e da set of very interesting excursims and :ours on the days leading up to, and
after, the conference. These tolirs offer a wonderful opportunity to learr, ahout Londoc and the soutkeastern UK, and
all the history and cukure that makes this regior a magcificent tonring destination.
F$ryf $kj&, Q::i: $<;ijr,
;"$(qv :,r:?jii:? i
The innovative and unrestricted application of the science
and skills of iibrarlans ts net new. Librarians have been using their special methods a d insight to d e h e r benefit outside the "traditional" realm of bibliography for s a n e years.
However, it seems thar we are now presented with a moment in -which that understanding 1s apparent ~rrtsidethe
profession. How do we respond? And car, we become real
"thoughr-leaders" in the nascent information age? The 5brary Association is headquartered in the Znited Kingdom.

To review the full conference schedule, visit the conference
web site at ww~ra.siag~oba~20QOOo?g.
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SM's Strategic Learning and Developmect Center (www.slaIearningng) invites you to arrzve early and participate in
one of its high-impact Strateg~cLearning Workshops This
is your opportunity to explore more deeply some of the cnticaB concerns faclng infornatio~kprofessicnai
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SLA, through its Washington, DC, Chap~er,developed the
Glc%alr200.3 Wllomrship Programme io support the attendance
of information professionals in developing nations whs, otherwise, iyouid not be aSle to a&nd ihe conference. Eighteen
FelIows wiil attend as deiegates from arcnnd the worid, and
v d i be involved in a variety osi adiv';ties and learning experiemes that will help to build their krowledge of the profession and develop relaiions15ps on a global scale.
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Center, or tc ser up your free 30-day triai, call your
Gale Group Representative at 1-800-877-GALE or visit us
Outside
c n the Web at www.galegroup.com/B~~inessRC.
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U.S. and Canada, please send an e-mail

nternational@galegroup.com.
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Forest V/oodj/ Horton is a consuitant with US. National Commission on Library and Infirmation Science
in Washington, DC. He may be reached at whorton@nclis.gov.

1, Stage Grne: Enter the Data Anaiyst
When I wzs a freshman student entering college in 1947,
over fiHy years ago, there existed no occupational or career
pait$ for students aspiring to head "the information function" :n an organization. Therefore, there wasn't any forma*,currjculurn I might pursue m any of my university's
schools or colleges because there was no such job in the
marketplace. There wasn't even a "certificate" or a "minor"
or a "concentration" or some other less formal and rigid
ccmse of study. How could there be? For, indeed, not only
was there no job as an information professional, there was
no such thing as 'the information function." Information
was considered some kind of "amorphous ether" in the heads
of peogle, on pieces of paper, or being transmitted in a message, verrsally or in pictures. from a sender to a receiver.

in those days either you knew something or you didn't. Either you either knew something yourself, or you knew where
to find it. And if you had not learned in your K-12 and secondaq and higher education all that you needed to know to
find and hold a job, professional or not, blue or white collar,
you were scorned by your colleagues and bosses alike. The
"functio~of information" (a tortuous and slippery idea then
and now), if it was debated by intellectuals at all, was to
empower peopie-to educate them and make them smarter,
enlighter, them, edify them, make them more historically literate and "cultured." The concept, in short, was delimited by
educational, cultural and scientific turf and philosophical
boundaries. It had no place in the organization and management theories and structures in vogue at the time.
The possibility that information itself could be a resozrrce
that has value and costs to both individuals and organizations, or could be a commodity that is bought and sold in
the marketplace, and therefore should be planned, managed,
and controlled like any other organizational resource or
cciwmodiry such as human resources, financial resources,
physical resources, or natural resources, were heretical idsas.
If you dared to espouse those ideas, in all likelihood you
would be sxposed to the Information Inquisition and spirited away in the dead of night to spend the rest of your days
as an unbeliever behind locked doors.
While data, information, and knowledge had always been
considered both a means and an end, the challenges of
maRi3g sure that you had enough of the right kind of reliable and high quality information products and services
delivered to you at precisely the right time and in the most
appropriate format(s) and medium(s) you required, and were
c~mfor'Lablewith, were a bit crackpot. In short, you had
nobody t o blame but yourself if your information skills and
expertr.sewere inadequate.
While the journalist, author, historian, and researcher could
well util-ze vast library, museum, and archival holdings
(mostly external to their job context) to secure the information they needed, and while the busy corporate executive or

government program manager could turn to a special assistant to search for, retrieve, and use the same largely external knowledge reservoirs, there was no "information function" within their organizations that had overall responsibility for planning, managing, and controlling both the internal and the external knowledge resources they needed.
If one perused the newspaper want ads in those days for an
"information job" you would find jobs for librarians, museum workers, archivists, and, of all things, "automatic data
processing" specialists whom, today, we would call an
"emerging occupation." But the iatter group was entirely
technical in their orientation and training. That is, they were
people who were beginning to learn how to use the punched
card machines of the day-the keypunch and verifier machines, the tabulating machines, the sorters and collators,
and the "high speed printers" which today would be considered sub-snail level in power and capacity.
There was also, of course, a wide variety of other information-related job offerings, inciuCing records specialists, organization and methods examiners, technical writers, printers, publishing specialists, and so forth. But these were all
considered "standalone" occupational categories that had
little, if anything to do with each other. Certainly they were
not considered part of the same "information job fabric."
As the concept of the "scientific and technical information
center" caught on in the late forties at the end of World War
11, and the early fifties as scientists and engineers began to
consider the consequences of accelerating specialization on
the one hand, but at the same lime the convergence of pure
and applied disciplines into interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary fields on the other hand, there emerged
the idea of a "data analyst. "
The duties and responsibilities of such an individual were
quite different than those of 2 librarian or any of the other
information specialists. The data analyst was, in our view,
the first "modern information professional." They were not
custodians of the containers and for and packages of data,
documents, and literature, such as librarians, archivists, museum curators, and so on. They were differently trained specialists, w-ith different aptitudes, who could analyze and interpret data and information, summarize it, give it additional meaning, and so forth.
Today we call those qualities "value-added attributes. These
individuals were a different kind of "author." Instead of writing books for very broad sectors of society, they were creators of "information products and services" for in-house clients in both public and private sector organizations and institutions. "Information products and services" was a much
more eclectic, versarile, and mediurn-and format-independent
idea for thinking about, descebing, and packaging information containers than were ink-on-paper books, sound recordings, hand-drawn manuscripts, folios, pictures, and so forth.
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Data analysts and data specialists began to popuiate university campuses, government agencies, scientific research think
tanks, and other kinds of organizations throughout the fifties and into the sixties. They were in kigh demand and pay
scales and cpportmity were very good. We also began to
see professional societies and associatiom fragmenting and
splintering to some degree in order to support the education, training, and professional deveiopme~tneeds of the
emerging occupational category. And the naaes chosen by
these new societies and associations renected the broad new
specialization sector and subsector m e ~ ~ b e r s h i they
p s were
trying to attract.
Of course the parent societies and associations such as the
American Library Association in the Library field, The Society for American Archivists in the archives field, and the
Data Processing Management Association in the emerging
computer field still retained their large core generalist memberships. But the inevitable professional society/association
compartmentalization and splintering had begun, and is not
likely to abate as specialization continues unabated.
Somewhere along the line in the sixties the idea that information should come to be regarded as a valuable-but at
the same time costly-resource to all kinds of organizations
began to appear. First there was a wave of prognostication
in the professional and trade literature. Assorted gurus solemnly waxed that if information, indeed, was an organizational resource, then it ~ e e d e dnot just to be analyzed and
inteqreted, packaged, stored, searched, retrieved, delivered,
and communicated, but also to be m a n ~ g e dfor the good of
everybody in the organization.
Public librarians were horrified when some of these
pontificators began to say that information coatld no longer
be regarded as a "free good." Archivists and museum curators, too, were worried that the vaunted new electronic information technologies were endangering the traditional and
cherished rules of provenance, comymnding the problems
of specimen identification, preservation authentication, security, privacyr, and peraanent public access. Journalists
fretted that too much information that used to be created,
handled, stored, and disseminated in ink-en-paper formats
was now moving to a new technology me&ium called r~icrofilm and microfiche. Dublic interest groups sounded the
alarm bell as the central governmen: data-bank or "Qmeliian
big brother'' approach to collecting and storing government
icformation was debated in the halls of Congress in rhe
United States, and in Parliaments abroad. And all of these
groups growled at having to buy and learn how to use r ~ i croform readers and associated equipment and scpplies.
Now to cope with all of this organizational, technical, and
-.eoassociated chaos? Organizational and management 5rists turned to resozzrce management theory and modern
8

business management ideas, and, lo and behold, there they
found the answer-assign responsibiiity a d accountabiii:y
for ali of it to a manager!
Suddenly yesterday's dog-of-a-data-anaiysr becaxe today's
darling of the Business School spin doctors: {Somewhat
earlier, janitors had become Floor Cosaeiiciennes.] Their
pay, their fortunes, their peer status, and ;heir career opportunities mushroor~edovernight. Thus, the "infomation
manager" was born, and university and catiege deans
trerp-bieb with fear7greed, and excitement over the c u r r i a lum tsunamis and academic turf batties about to inundate
the^. Professional association aad scciety executive directors suddenly made r2e tramition f r o ~ one-?o
t
threemartini lunches in order lo adequately n u l l over the challenges.
And existing informaticn professionals in more long-standing and specialized fields quickly updated their resumes
using the just-in-time "search and replace" word processor
feature on their Eexitrons to good advantage,
As the old saw goes, "use to Se I could not even spell 'srapervisor' and now I are one!" Whole new interdiscipilnary
fields began to emerge to accommodate the phmomenon,
including Information Resources Management (IRM) in the
seventies. The trouble is, IRM hoked iike a dzck, waddled
iike a duck, and qnacked like a duck, bct it wasn't suppose
to be a dizck-the traditio~alkind cf inforrr.ation specialist
practicing the convelztional kinds of Snfcsnatjon disciplines,
but, rather, a swan-a modern resource =anager an a par
with financial resources managers, :?urnan resources managers, physical (plant and eqnipa~ent,property] resources
managers, and so on.

%age Thiep; Errtrr P r s n , $.tbtgs> $tgr~b-:
;$nc Ci.:ick h?j40rqr;l,tjsr?OT$icpr'
M first information managers sprouted only at the lower
and middle organizational rmgs. But ~t soon became evident that if you have so many soldiers appearing on the
ba:tlefield, don't you ~ e e commmders
d
acd generais orgacizing them and teiiing them mhat to do? Of course: And
there came to pass the Chief Infomction Of@irer or C18. At
f m t the predictable belly laughs and gas paics held s~may~
and the concept stumbled in the eighties. But by the early
and middle nineties, The idea unmistakably caug5t hold and
by the ~ i d G I enineties it had caught on like wildfire! What
self-respecting Fortune 500 corporation could possijly get
aiong without one? The CLQ was then given his own executive washroom keyi,a time-honored signal that he was bek g admitted to the boardroom, and would soon be iunchIng in the executrve dining room with the CEO,the CF8, the
COO, and the other "big C's."

Once a g a i ~academia, societies acd asscciations, government, and not-for-profits scraEbied to try to keep up with
the realities of the situation and vied with one another for
who and which could write the rrrost asracrive broc:lures to
attract :he expected mobs of dewtees into their ranks.

IEL combines high yudiry cecln&d lirerarure
wi:h the power of online searching.

Thsough IEE you can access:

a More than 2,000,000 full-page PDF images:
w

One dark night there appeared scrawled in an eerie green
light on some Lexitron c o m p t e r screen the words "knowledge engineer" and suddenly the prospect of a whole new
generation of inforaation nrandarins materialized: The race
was on again!
Not only was a new generation of wine being vinted, but
also the entire process of iterating and reiterating new titles
and labels was speeding up exponentially i

tag^ Four: Enter from Center Stage
The Chief Krroi~~8edge
Offker
As we write these Iines Cte prekictable debate regarding the
legitimacy of the CKQ concept is just begiming. On the one
side are the spin doctors who point aut C~at,a-fer an, h o w l edge is quite different from data or infom.ation. =:owledge is
rock solid-+he product of collective scienrific research, discovery, docrrnrentation, expei:nrentation, testing in the laboratodes of science and the laboratones of life, whereas information is "neutral" in that you can take it or ieave it and its
irnpact on yoor endeavors will be marginai. And data: Good
Lord, data, as soaeone once put it, are a mere excrescence!
On the other side are the spin doctors who cry our "here we
go again! We're pouring old wine into new bottles yet another time. When is all this silliness going to stop! All we're
doing is giving blisiness ro :he resume-writers, psychiatrists,
and advertisers who thrive on such foolishness.
Want to make a be83 Chief Knowledge Officers are already
being put in piace. Some are reporting to Chief 1nfcrma:ion
Officers. Some are working side by side with GIO's. And
still others are becoming the new darlings of the organizational chart and the CIB's aii the .'Iesser disciplines and
functions" will soon be reporting to them!
Even as 1was writing this n y Microsoft Qurlook icon flashed,
announcing the arrival of the following e-mail message:
"Apologies for cross-posting. Knowiedge management
report Zausehed. Skills for knowledge aanagernent, a research report published on behalf of LlC by TFPL Ltd was
launched on Monday at a seminar in London. The report
looks at the roles, skills and training required to successfully implement a knowledge culture. A press release announcing the launch is available from the LIC web site at
h?tp://www.lic.gov.uk/pubiications/presPeases/
knowledge.htal arrd an executive sumnrary is available at
http://www.%r.ic.gov.uk/publica:fons/executlve~summaries/
kmskiXis.html."

Stage Five: Enter dram Abaw
Thc W'isdona Adrnfsistrator
Can the Wisdom Administrator be far behind? After all, isn't
"wisdom" different from knowiedgel Wisdom allows one to
make informed and enlightened decisions, not just discover

and iearn some new sidSi? of knowledge. Wisdom is the
sage advice thar only the most trusted high priests are alhived to dispense. Wisdon; is the purist form of data ore,
one that is distilled painfully, and expensively, only aker
decades of tria: and error. Wisdom Administrarion is Decision-Making Under Virtual Certainty to turn the old sa-3%~
on its head.

Stage Six: Enter Prom Only Gsd Kmws '#Erere
the Srrsla.r"mble, E m p w e ~ e dand %ar(y-$pLe~dgb~gi.d
Leusr'an D%ree%au
%;em=&
I7oumay laugh, dear reader, perhaps weary and bored w t h
cynicism and specnlation! Bur I promised a serious argument, didn't I? It is simply this. The arts and sciences alike>
in general, see increasing specialization as inevitable ami
i;ltirr,ately kneficial. They have no s a b l e = coping wirh
whether to attend either:
The XXIV Conference on Deveiopicg Knowledge Cultures
in Industrial Enterprises, or
The XXXII Congress on Applying Knowledge Search and
Retrieval Theories to Pliblic Enterprises.
That is, they contend that coping with the poblems of choosing between muitipie and overlapping career and professional enrichment oppofiunities such as which meeting to
attend, is, after al!, a cheap price to p2y for the benefits of
specialization.
Information science and technology is no less subject to
splintering and cor;..pafia;~entalizatio~than are any of the
other sciences or associated technologies, pure or applied,
or the arts.
Where the rubber hits the road is that when we have {or
will have) progressively
from data :o information to
knowledge to wisdorr,, the r:ultidiscipiinary and interdisciplinary characier of :3e problem increases exponentiaily because with each such widening and brcadening the acadezic :urfs and disciplines rhat come into play increase.
Getting them to agree on even theorems and hypotheses
and experimenting with and testing the "new" concept becomes extremely complex.
Bu: :he speciaiization genie is ant of the bottle and I doubt
if he is going to give us three wishes.
So, wh37 not sit back and relax. Join the Global W i s d o ~
Administration CounciII And later, become Sitiilated at the
prospect of the emxging Sustainabie, Empowered and
Many-SpImdored Zeusian Director Generail Taste and drink
the heady elixirs of new labels and titles 02 the organizational doora
Why bother to defray the time and expense of t-aveiing ?o
Fiji or Tahiti when you caz experience occupational z e t a morphosis addiction sitting behind ycur desk!
G

Finally. A desktop book ordering service tailored for the corporate end user, from a company
with more than 50 years o f experience in the information industry.

EBSCO

Book Services offers

an easy-m-use interface for ordering half a million book titles. Flexible payment options allow
employees to use personal credit o r corporate purchasing cards o r a purchase order. Invoicing
can be coded by cost center to help you eRciently track expenses. And your entire transaction,
from order t o payment, is handled by EBSCO ERSCO Book Services makes book purchasing easy.

Even the

ail guy knows!

Nfgel Lees may be reached a t !ibray@m.org

INFORHATION OUTLOOK: What is the mission and role
of your library?
NIGEL LEES: The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSCI is the
UK's and Europe's leading learned and professional body in
chemistry and was founded in 1841, when it was called the
Cbemicai Society. Learned and professional societies are the
world's oldest knowledge management organisations. It is
quite reassuring to discover that there is little new under
the sarc ! These societies are often independent organisations
and regisiered charities (as is the RSC) .
Many of these societies are also publishers, and do not solely
sxist to make profit, bur nevertheless have to make a reasonable rerurn in order to survive. Their journals are among
the oldes: established, originally created to communicate
the knowledge and language of science to feilow scientists.
In the field of chemistry such society journals remain dominant, more so than in many other scientific disciplines,
largely because there am a number of powerful national
chemical sccieties.
Many of rhese societies also have libraries, some of which
are substantial. Which brings me nicely to the RSC Library
& Information Centre (LIC), based at our headquarters in
Bu.r!ington House, Piccadilly, London.
: L r 5's: 3:;. The LIC's mission is governed by the RSC's
Royal G'qarter, which aims "to foster and encourage the
growth and application of chemical science by the dissemination of chemical knowledge". I think you would agree
that libraries are a key component here. We have ~ e f i n e d
our missim in recent business plans as "to provide the best
curxenl techno-commercial and historical chemistry information service fully to support the aims of the Society's
Charter; within financial targets set by the Society''. In practic2 this Eeans serving our 46,000 members worldwide who
largely receive a free or discounted service. Members of the
public and other genuine researchers will also be looked
rrpon favourably. Commercial non-members (companies.
consultants] are charged commercial rates.

;:k2,7,
,,:The LIC offers two main services. The most
importat is our document delivery service, which reguIariy dispatches over 1200 requests per month world-wide.
Stafi pride themselves on their speed and reliability of service. Documents can be with the customer within 30 mrn:?

f

utes if necessary. The LIC also lends books and journals to
members within the European Union.
The other main service is an enquiry service which is open
to all, though with some restrictions for nonmembers. Specifically we offer a Chemical Enquiry Helpdesk, staffed
by two information officers, both with chemistry degrees.
Over the past few years the LIC has been taking on greater
responsibility as the RSC's archive or "corporate memory".
It is a role perfectly suited to our skills and experience. There
is a saying that if you don't know where you have been;
how do you know where you are going? I think that this
holds true for organisations as well.
Last, but certainly not least, is the Reading Room itself, the
largest room in the RSC. It is a working library and is open
Monday-Friday 9.30-5.30, receiving about 5,500 research
visitors per year. Apart from answering enquiries and carrying out document delivery, our seven staff make sure that
research facilities within the Reading Room are functioning
well, that the journals remain properiy organised, and that
users questions and queries are atrended to.
You can read more about us at www.rsc.org/library.

10: Who are your clients? Staff, scientists, the general
public? Can you give an exarq.de of n typical request?
What is the most interesting request you ever received?
Are requests time sensitive?
NL: We are one of the few places in the worId where people
can simply phone, fax, or e-mail with their chemical enquiry and know that they will get a considered and informative reply. Anyone can conract us, but some customers
may be charged. In general most customers are members of
the RSC or Corporate Members of the LIC. The next largest
group are probably non-member students, members of the
public, and commercial non-members. In general our chemistry requests fall under the following headings:
0 suppliers and producers of chemicals world-wide
o chemical and physical property data
0 chemical business information
health, safety, and environrnentai information
industrial and process chemistv
o chemical structures, preparation, and analysis
historical chemistry
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We receive miny interesting chemistry enquiries; for example recent ones include:
The usage of fructose for hangovers
a Why were partfcular dyes used between 1840-18703
a Visiting South Africac chemist looking icto his family
tree
a information on the Serbian Chemical I n d ~ s t r y
Analysis of starch in yam f l o u ~
Check if a chemical actually exists (a TV copqany wanted
a non-existent chemical!)
information on the use of gold for hip joints
DNA fingerprinting and appiications ir?_forensic science
a Can you make a p o l y ~ e out
r of all ninety-one naiuraliy
occurring elements?
a is it possible to construct a transparent metal alloy?
a Can you find any information oe the aridition of pulverised
glass to compost?
@

Many enquiries require an answer ~ ~ L t h24
i n hours acd some
within hours. Luckily (for us) other enquiries are not so
time sensitive or else it would be extremely difficult to fit
them all ic.
Other enquiries include bibiiographic checks on journals or
books, the LiC's book or jolrrnai lending service, referral
enquiries to other organisatfons; and requests received iron
users in the Xeading Room. Our total monthly tally of requests (from pirone, fax, e-mail and personal visits) is between 1100 and 1260, and this is not counting those requests channelled through Qnr document delivery service.

10: What Rinds of research do yozs do?
NL: The RSC is not a research institute ar,d has no laboratories, although occasionaly people want to send us all sorts
of samples to analyse! We tend to refer them to accredited
laboratories or consuitants insteari. The LIC, however, does
literature research and uses a wide variety of databases, usually on the host§TN. The ecqsiry service operates a sor? of
one-stop-shop in chemistry-everything gets an answer.

10: What is exciting abouf working g~tthe Royal Society
sf Chemistry? W%ah is a @piswI day like for you? 1
assume yoz masf hew to be amre of current scientifk

brea&hroktghs,
much time do p u spend readirq
newspapers or dr~ingother kinds of research on earrent

events?
NL: There is always something going on here, especially in
the Society's headquarters in Burlington House. The meering rooms are nearly always booked with scientific p u p s ,
staff commiitee m"etings, or receptions of various kinds.
Today is a very special day as it is the date of our Summer
Party with over 500 guests arriving this evening. All of the
rooas are taken up, including the Library which wiii be
transformed in a few hours into a 'party room: Gaests start
off next door at the Royal Academy of Arts "Sumner Ex%
Mtion" (saintings and other art forms from thousands of
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contributors in the UMj and move into the RSC for food and
drink. Other societies a: Bnrlington House are aiso involved,
Apar? from this, today I have meetings with LIC staff, a liisir
from the Librarian of the Institution of Chemical Er,gineers,
6 a= overseeing a visit from an afi dealer to value some of
the portraits and artifacts in the eighteenth cestury
Burlcgton House where we are located, and have a monthly
report to finish.
Cane of the difficulties I think all small or medium sized
littraries face is riaking :i.,e % i ~toe develop services, whilst
trying to cope with day-to-day activities. It is crucial to get
the balance rlghr in order to see progress.
I see about ten journais and xewslet;ers a monrh (I cut this
down fro= fifteen; a s & spend the t i n e on the commuter
train to vrmk reading. Ir is just as essential for a e to keep
up to date with news on chemical research anb the chemical industry as it is with iibrary and informatios develor;ments. There has been so ~ c c irr
h recent months on iadustry mergers and acquisitiocs that it is d~ffict~lt
to remenber
the new names of the companies.

IQ: To whom do you report in the hierarchy a t RSC?
XL: The LlC is part of RSC Publishing and, in partrcnHar, I
report to the Manager Marketing, Sales anz Prod.sct Development. XSC Publishing, based in C a ~ b r l d g UR,
e camissisns, edits, and publishes a wide range of high qualiry journals, books, andl databases,
10: %%at ?tiead af &adget do p
z
r eanfrtsi?
NL: All of the SIC'S funding comes from the RSC. We are:
however, required to earn some reveaue warselves in order
to coctribute to running costs.

ro:aAfiat-type fdp st~qif d9 you
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many are on

the sfafl?
The LIC has seven nenbers of staff to exploit, maintain, develop, and promote its coilections. There are four professional
staff, three of whom have chemistry begrees. and three administrative sraff. The greatest effort js expended on the document deiivery service. Photocopies are delivered wor!dwide
and LIC staff are very proud of the service they give to customers. E think thar it is iEpo&nt that ail staff feel that, whatever
task they are doing, it is all going towards operating one of Lie
finest ckmistry infomaticn resources in the world.

16: Do yoa ~ u t s o u ~ c zC ? I projecPs?
~
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We have regnlarly cutsonrced work when funds per~~i':.
For
example, much of the cataioguing of the historical bcok collection was completed by outside cont,ri;ctorsunder LIC supervision. Over 2,000 of om ircages w7em digitised by a specialist
firm, dthough LIG staff were very closeig involved. Also coxsewation of our rarer texts and h i s t d c items receive attestion
from expecs outside of t k ZIG, for exampie specialist book-

binding. Everything else, such as web and database developmerit and most IT work is done in house, with the exception of
our library management software, GLAS. This is produced and
maintaked by EOSi, although LIC staff have had to gain much
eqerience and expertise in the use of it.

The LIC also plays a pivotal international role. It has over
eighty journal exchanges with leading international
organisations and publishers, which not only helps its collection development but is also a reflection of the friendship and cooperation between these organisations.

10: Wjitm: is the size of:your library? Have you been

Because of the development of e-mail and the web, many of
LIC's users come from abroad, usually from the rest of Europe, but increasingly from the USA. A number of requests
are now coming from countries in Asia, Africa, and South
America, which at one time would have generated a very
small proportion of customer enquiries.

downsked/upsized/remained the same?
NL: The UC is fully supported by the RSC and was its first
service to the chemistry profession. There has been a chemical Library since the founding of the Chemical Society in 1 8 4 .
Librades were then one of the main meeting places for scientists to discuss, read, and research the literature. The LIC is rhe
inheritor library to ail this scientific tradition and directly fulfils the BC's Royal Charter by providing and disseminating
chemical knowiedge. The LIC has grown steadily over the years
in terms of its colbec?ionsand in terms of the senrice we provide. We have over 2,000 journal titles (of which 650 are current), o v a 25,000 books, and a very wide range of reference
materials in print and electronic form. In many ways libraries
today face even more challenges than at any time in the past
with advmces in the way information is delivered.

10: Considering the international nature of RSC, how
drr yozt get involved in international affairs? Do you do

intematioml research?
K!,: As a specialist information provider in chemistry, +heRSC
is very wel-placed to support the worldwide developmenr of
the subject. Its activities are wide-ranging and include:
8 bringing together over 90 national chemical societies via
the fiagship Web resource c h e n s o c (http:/1
www cf.,emsoc.org/)
providing the lead coordinating role in chemistry in Europe
The RSC 1s more active in Europe than anywhere else
overseas
e supporting 14 overseas sections and 34 overseas local representatives
the XSG supports the development of national chemical
societies
e active participation in IUPAC, the Internarional Union of
Fur2 a d Applied Chemistry
d r a w i ~ gthe members of the editorial boards of its lead
jonrnals from around the world as well as from the UK
over 813% of authors who publish in RSC primary journals are from outside the UK
90% of journal subscribers are from overseas
* many conferences sponsored by RSC are held outside the
UK. A major conference will be held in South Africa (Cape
Town) in 200'1 in collaboration with the South African
Chemical Institute
gracts are available to encourage potential authors from
outside the UK
the RSC supports an international aid charity, Volnntary Services Overseas in helping to send chemistry
teachers to developing countries and in providing educational materials.

10: What are your financial priorities? Do you spend
more money on electronic resources than print
resources? Why?
NL: The LIC has an important archival role to play in the
UK's scientific, technical, and medical information network. As such, the majority of its collections are still in
print and will remain so until electronic archiving is secure and well-established. The largest part of our budget
is spent on journals and much staff time is spent on wanaging the journals or exploiting them for document delivery. We are, however, increasing our access to eiectronic
journals but are not relying on them as an archive source.
I think that this is one of the biggest differences between a
special library and an academic library. Many academic
libraries today pay for access to the world of scientific literature through network deals with publishers and consortia, by document delivery and by contracts with database producers. Learned societies are, in general, not part
of the official academic networks and are not eligible for
academic discounts. This doesn't, of course, stop them from
negotiating such deals, but in the main they have iess bulk
buying power.

10: What is the nature cqd your relationship with
vendors? Have they tailored services to meet your
needs? What challenges have you had to face in getting
research systems in place?
NL: One of our main business applications concerns the
implementation of our library management package, GLAS,
from EOSi, who were formerly called DataTrek. We have
four packages: Serials, Cataloguing, Acquisitions, and Circulation. We have recently bought the DataBridge module
so that we can interface with Dawson's FastTrack service
for the downloading of bibliographic records. GLAS has
worked very well for us and we are not, at present, considering any move from this. One thing I am keen to explore
is the uploading of our OPAC on the web, linked to our
2,000 historical images. At present we do this in house
[via a Muscat database), but it may be more effective, in
the future, to do this directly via GLAS. At the moment
you cannot link catalogue records in GLAS to image files,
although I believe that this mill be a future enhancement
by EOSi.

TO: 1s ymr library becoming more m'&iaPDo jmzt h a w
an fntmnet? What role do yoz p2ay in maiatkainfnuag 1PB
How was if set ~ p ?Were there t e ~ m s / f t x u sgrasup?
&%at challenges did y m encounter when mrklnq o s ~
this project? What suggestions do y m halie for other
Hibrarims involved in fkis process?
NL: Having said that the LIC is still largely print-based i

forrx on our home page. We also get a number of enquiries
referred to c s from RSC's web Easter, when it falls out of
their scope. In genera; rhe nature of the enquiry is na different from the ones described above. LJC staff are cow wing
web resources extensively, -where apprcpriate, to provide
answers ?c enquiries.

was referring, of course, to its collections. In every other
aspect we are aiming to present ourseives as an information resource for the global chemistry ccmr~unbry.The LIC's
books catalogue, which is now linked to 2,000 historical
digital irnages, has been availabie on the web for four years.
From here you can cineck our books collection or view an
inage. Most of the requests we receive (either for document delivery or chemical enquiries) now arrive by e-maiL
This has certainly meant an increase in business, especially from overseas, Our web pages are presently undere
of more
going change with increased content to ~ a k them
interest to casual and regular users. Soon we will have a
searchable database of our complete jcurnals list which,
in time, will become a valuable information resource in its
own right. I feel thar it is important to hold the new and
the old in the same place as i: gives a continuity to the
development of chemistry as a suSject-a particularly apt
role for a learned society to take.

18: Row da you mark& p a r library? BB y01: p2nt
pub8fcsrSoaast broch%raaresp
internal nev-vsle@ers? W F m b has
been ea szccessfib' marketing trrirct-t'efor yau? Why?
NL:How do you solve a probleE like ... marketing, to para-

The deveiopment of the Society's web site and Intranet is
done centrally, although the LlC has made comments on
usefulness and relevance.

10: Rbvy much time or 9 9 0 ~much i ~ v o P m w n do
t you
have with R W s we& dke? 1Yow is t h e fnfarmatiorr on

tke s i b coordinated, kept up to dacer pbnd where does;
it cams porn?
N L : The LiC uses rhe RSC web sites (www.rsc.org and
www.chewsoc.org) on a daily basis to answer many questions about the RSC and refer the enquirer to the correct
person or department within the RSC. We are well-placed,
therefore, to comment on content or accuracy of the information to the conten: providers in the RSC. Although tkis
rcle is raot formdised, it has heiped to improve the service.

The RSC is investing much in the deveiopment of the two
web sites and has its own web development tezrr,. The rsc.org
site covers all RSC products (such as the journals:, services
(including the t i e ) and activities [for exanple education).
The chemsoc.org site has bees developed as :he chenical
societies homepage, with further infomation on conferences,
information networks and extecsive links to orher sites. It
also has a aagazine and visual periodical table of the elements. Both sites have a separate distinctive iook.

& ~ f f ?!#hat k$88&
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NL: Many enquiries come directly from the EX'S enquiry

phrase a title of a song from The Sourzff $Music! There are
things that we have put so much effort in, but have done
little to raise awarecess of what we Go. We have had marketing plans for years. We do a11 the textbook things such as
maibhot the people and crganisations that have used us
before, try to keep up to date witin Ieailet produciion, distri'aute materials at RSC conferences, give talks, organise
Focus Groups, print adverts in v a r i o ~ newsletters,
s
efc. Perhaps the best promofiscal "toy" has been the production of
a printed bookxark, which people s e e 3 to iike. Another
has been the prodwtion of a cheap and cheerful flyer {size
of a compliment slip) that can be inserted into a wide r a g ety of publications. -We have a twice-yearly newsletter (recently revamped: that goes out to ail Corporate -Members of
the LIC, Xowever, we are going to expand rhe distribution
of this and put news i t e m on the web.
X think that, without doubt, the -wb has been o! enorrmus
!=pertance. People can now search our site anywhere in
the world (teiecom~l?nnicalionssnotwithstandisgj and send
us a message or ask for help. I think tine key to good marketing and promotion has to be simplicity and clarity, sornething we have not aitvays achieved.
It will be internstkg to see whether :his little bit of promotion in inf~mationOutlook generates any feedback! If acyone readicg this has any good tips for us, please do not
keep theE to yourself.

10: %7i us abozlk a recent projecf you've cornpiefed.
W%aCd~bsallengesdid yoar olacourrter? Y&a% g~dviceemZd
you offer to readen who .t~ereto ~ n d e r t o k ea sim%zr

project?
Nk: Since Secoming Librarian [in 19991 1 have completed
a umber of small projects such as reducing cataloguing
backlogs, organising the consewation of valuabie miterial from our historical collec~ions,and the conciusiox of
a d o c u ~ e ndelivery
t
deal. We are naw experimecting with
the downhading of 'aibiiographic &:a in order to streamline the cataloguing prccess and save tfme. We are nearing the completion of producing a searchable database of
our c o ~ p l e t periodical
e
holdings, which has taken longer
than I thought Most grojects {large or sznallj need persistence in order to get them finished. You really have to
be very focrrssed.

16: %%atfuture projects are coming up in which you

are directly it'nvofved?
NL: Future projects include further digitisation of images from
our coilection (we have over 8,000 mainly on historical chemistry) and working with RSC Publishing on the Crossref
project --the linking of content from scientiiic publishers' we5
sites to the references at the back of scientific articles. Therefore, prov%icing you have the relevant subscriptions,you should
be able to move seamlessly from one article to another as
you carry out your scientific research. Crossref is a collaborzticrn between many publishers and works initially via their
eiectron~cjournals, although there will be some scope for
docunmx providers, such as the LIC, to contribute.

One of the big projects in Burlington House has been the
to:al refurbishment of all internal space. Many rooms have
already Seen redecorated. The LIC's Reading Room, the largest in the RSG, is due to be redecorated next year, which
w,ll obviously place great strain on staff in their effort To
mantain services.

10: Zow & you feed about the word 'Tibranan"? Do you
think SLXs name caccrsratefyreflects the membership?
Everyone knows what a librarian is and what they do.
Although my job title has officially changed to Manager,
Library & Archival Service, I still use the term librarian ro
describe what I do. A librarian, in my view, is a curator
and custodian of knowledge and information with feet
planted f i r d y in the future and the past, whilst trying to
cope with present:
At the moment I wouldn't like to see a change in SLKs
name. The SLA is an association of special libraries, with
special needs and services. Many organisations still have
"libraries", even though they sometimes rename t h e n as
information or knowledge centres.

north american
business information
conference
Previously known as the New York Business
Information Conference [NYBICI, the new name
for this event reflects it's growing reputation and
influence on the information market. NABIC, now
in its fifth year, is established as the international
forum addressing the information and knowledge
management challenger facing all corporations as
they move into the new economy.
Themes wil! inciude the impac? of the new economy; e-content
to suppori e-business and e-commerce; new dynanics of the
;
benefit from irtranets; personal
information ~ a r k e t business
portals and managing complexity and overload.
NABiC 2 W C wiil be held on October 29-31.2900 a: the
Mohonk Motintain House in New vork State. This stunning
venue is set on the shores of Lake Nlohon~and wiil provide
an ideal enviro~rnentfor delegates to meet, network and to
f o m on discussing the cha:lenges aild opportunities that face
us all in the new economy.

Enquiries to wi/iem.noorlar?de~tFpl.com

10: Ar! active SLA member, how has the association
kt~lpeefyuu adsance your career? Wkere do you think
SLA shordd be heading in the firrare?
I am a fairiy recent member of the SLA and have not yet had
the opportunity to attend any of the large international SLA
meetirgs, such as the one in Philadelphia recently, but I
hope to attend GIobal 2000 in Brighton. I have, however,
at:ended some of the SLA European Chapter meetings. I find
that it is extremely important to network with colleagues
ar.6 try to learn from their experiences as well as share mine.
This way we all benefit.
0

Topics include
irnoact of tne new econory
e-conte~tto support e-bisiness
new dynarnics of the information market
new business models
de:ivering kusiness beneii: from lntranets
portals
managing complexiiy and overload

Speakers include
Robert Thornson, Editor. Financiai Times, Noitti America
Donal Smith, Chief Executive, ecauntries cam
Jennifer Klein-Kearns, Director; Knowiedge Management MraZeneca
Christine Nounou, Global Coordi~ato.rofPrartlce Management McKiney
Michael iissack, Editor-in-Chief, EmergenceJournal
Sharon Rowlands, Chief operating Oificer Thornson Financiai
Thornas M. Wendei, ChidExecutive O f k c Bridge information Sysrems
Dan Z O ~ ~ OPre~ident
;!,
Spencer T m k lnterner Gmup
TFPL Inc., 55 Braad St7eet,Suite 2% New Yo* NY '10004-2501,USA
Tel: i 1 212 269 4666 Fax: +1 212 269 2777

TFPL Lid., 77-18 aritron Street London ECIM 5 7 ~ UK
.
?el: +44 (0)20 7251

5522

Fan: 4 0 3 2 0 7257 8378
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I am happy to report that fiscal year
1999 was closed in a positive financial
position. The Association h a s
implemented many new cutting-edge
products a n d services. From a
membership standpoint, this is the
ideal situation. From the treasurer's
standpoint, this is often a costly
situarion. My job is to ensure that we
adequately balance the expenditures
with the revenues, and 1 can assure
you that this was indeed the case.

The rate of growth in non-dues
revenue increased from h s t year while
the growth in membership remained
relaativeiy fiat, Forecasting this posidon
through financial tmnd analysis, staff
conscientiously developed a financiai
contingency plan for 1999 to oifset the
potential losses which were originally
estimated at more than $305,030. The
General Fund closed in a positive
earnings position of $33,823,
At the close of 1999, the Association's
financial records and statements were
audited by -he independent acconntir,g
E m of &gan Associates, P.C. S M s
audited statements for 1999 report rot&
assets of $9,339,924; total liabilities of
$2;610,014; to'& revenues of $5,999,487;
total expenses of $5,561,623; and tota;
net assets of $6,729,910.
The total audited fund balances at
December 31, 1999, were as follows:
$1,794,'155
General Fund
General Reserve Fund
$2,887,575
Infomafisn Technology
$111,926
Fund
$500.358
Building Xeserve Fund

Scholarship Fund
Ncn-Serial Publications
Fund
§LA Endowmenr Fund
Steven I. GoEdspiel
Memorial Research Fund
Copien Fund
Global 2900
Temporarily Restricted
Pledges

$434,560
$34,339
$680,819
$145,933
$42,402
$192,443
$75,000

The investment portfolio for 4999
responded to the market vo1aeilii;y. 08n a
positive note, we realized an oveml2
investment return of =ore than 9.5 % .
The Association's invesLrnent portfolio
is currently at a market value of $6.3
million, with a cosr basis of $5.8 mfion.
The po?tfolio remains conservatively
balanced with cash a n d cash
equivalents,fixed kco=e, and eqsities.
As =entioned earlier, the Association

has invested in providing cutting-edge
products a n d services to t h e
membership. During 1999, 9% more
was spent on =embership services
& a , in
~ 1998. A
of $5,561,623 was
spent on delivering prograxs and
services ',o the membership, accounted
for as follows:
7%
Allotments to Chapters,
Divisions, Caucuses,
and Student Groups
4%
Membership Recruitment
and Retention
14%
Pnblications
Conferences and Meetings
2%96
ProfessionaI Development
10%
Pubtic Affairs
23 %
Leadership Services
15 %
Other Programs and Services 16%

The average cost ro provide service to
one member is $228.01, including
both program and administrative
costs. Therefore, for eacin, SIA member
an additional $107.93 of non-dues
income nmst be generated to provide
§LA'S current levels of products and
services. This a ~ o u n has
t increased
significantly between 1993 and 2808
due to the level of service provided to
t h e membership (especially in
publications, annual conference,
professional development, leaderskip;.,
and research; and the investments
made in advancing technologically.
The PY 2000 budget includes a total
gross income of nearly $9 ~.illio@.
This
represents a significant 35. % increase,
or $2.1 million, over the FY 3999
Budget. This fs due primarily Po the
increased projected incolne in the
areas of Adverrising, Annaa!
~
Conference, Pur,d D e v e l o ~ m e xand
Gio'oal 2000.
As we begin the process of assembling
the FY 2001 Budget, :he Board of
Directors, Finance Committee, and
staff will continue to 10ok carefuilliy at
the issues raised by the IRS and the
focus of :he Congressional activities
on not-for-profit organizations. TBe
Association has developed financiai
assulnprions and long-range plans,
which will guide us through the next
three to five years.
In 1999, rh? Board of Directors
accepted the updated. long-range
financial plan. Through the
Implementation oi the long-range
financial $ a ~ ,tke Associadon has
achieved its goal of deveioping and
delivering cntting-edge prod-scts and
services to the lnezihership whiie
naintaining a balanced budget.

And so will your library.
IE Cnline'", the world's ieading
electronic document ordering and
alerting service, is fast and easy to
use-and adapts to your workfiow
requirements. Its customized routing
options help you maximize your own subscriptions and
:educe document delivery costs at every r u m So you can
provide the best supporr to your growing squadron of
end-users. S i x e it's 'smzded with your Iook, feei,

m d hxtionaiity, IE Onilne also heips you increase your
library's reach aid visiSiiity. Best of all, your users can
easily set up their owr accounts, and search a wealth of
fuil rext articles from our extensive T C C co1iec:ions.
So if you're mired ir, paper d o c u e n t deiivery, or not
taking firll advantage of IE Online; caii us now. After all,
we're experts at document delivery from &e grotmd up.
For a 60-dzyfree t&, contac: us at 1-650-494-8787 or
e-maii us at service@ieor.iine.com. Arid be s n x to take a
spin on our Web sire at www.ieonline.com.

INFORMATION
EXPRESS'"

The Customized Information Solution.

www.bo&sinprintt8:om
The definitive source for unbiased
Sibiiograpnic data

-

1
There's no d o ~ bthat
t
techncicgy is chacging the way
libraries work, and we're making sure i t works in your !avo?.
We've taken the three i n d ~ s i r ystariciards, Books In Print',
U~rieh'sTM
Infewationai Pwiodieals Directory, and
Literary Market Piace'" t o the Web, so ?ow ycu can click
open f k e world wiih otir iin~ivaied,up-io-dzte i ~ f o r ~ a t i o for
:!
greater convenience than ever before,

-

more than 3.6 millm? records
book, awllo, videc a d out-oimpiint
almost 60G,OOS iuii-tex: reviews
stcckavai;abilily from :B major suppLers
including Baker &Tay;or aad ingram Book Comnary
book covers, author biographies
over 300 booX, audio and video awards
access t o over 165,GOG phbiishers, whoiesa!ers.
distributors and book agenrs
over a century of bestselier data
h E W - ability r o search ilbrary's Xoidings - Bowker's
HOOKS
t o eoidingsTt*'
N E W - order download in i o r m a t s for you; i i b r a r y
Automation Sysiem or 2 0 s system for croerlng
W W -Childrer's Room and a Forthcoming Book Room

www.ulriehaweb~com
Versior 2.0 now avai!ab!ei

c h k open %heworldT"..,
and discover alj the cpiions availabie in the aii new
booksinpuint.eomm2008: ulrichsweb.comT"Version 2.0,
and 1iterarymarke%piaeeBcomTUi.
Obiering navigatio:!ai ease
anc! extremely friendly interfacesi oi;r eieek new'\Neb-based
p i a t f o r x s wili give yoti the iqformaiion you need faster,
and with more i:equent updares ?ha.:: eve: before.

r e w i n t e r i e c e and iunciiona:ity
weekiy updates
nearly 250,005 seriais i r o v accuad t h e w o r ! d
8,000 criticai reviews f r o m Magazinss f01Libraries a m L~braryJournal
USLs. E-Maii eddresses
A & l services
d o c u z e n t ds!ivery, online avai!ab;lity, a - d more

...or go by the book
if you prefer your data ir: book or CD-ROM form, these media are
still available, too, compiete with ali the featsres that have
made Bowker the number one source for libraries
for more than a century.

a comprehensive, 0;ganized database
o? everyone and eve:ytning i n i k e
birsiness worldwide-from p ~ b l i s h e r s ,
agents, and ad agencies 10 assoc:ations,
d;sirih~:ors. and events
includes lniexnztionai Li:e:a?y
Xsrke? P ! ~ c @ ' ~
regalar ~ p d a t e s
hot!inks t o publishers' W e b sires

open the woridT"

Deep lir:king is a new buzzword
among iibrarians, webmanagers and
Internet iawyers. Deep linking refers
to links on a web site to the interior of
another web site bypassing the home
page of the second one. For example,
a deep link is created where web site
"X" liriks to a document or web age
belonging to "Z" and the link bypasses
the intended route to the site, and it is
not mide evident that the shortcut has
taken place.
Many library web pages contain links
to other web sites. Librarians often
want to deep link into a site rather
than h w i ~ l gto include instructions on
the library's web page on how to
navigate to the appropriate item. Not
only does a deep link get the user of
the library's web page to the right
place on the web, but it also saves the
cser's time. The deep link may also
wake it more apparent to the user why
the link is included as opposed to a
link to the first page. For example, if
the iihray wants to include a link to
Professcr Lolly Gasaway's public
domain chart, it makes much more
sense to link directly to it than to her
personal homepage with instructions
to scroii down to the courses she
teaches, click o n "Intellectua:
Property" then "Other materials" then
"Copyright" then finally "Public
Domain Chart."
There are now some cases dealing
with deep linking, but to date, all have
been cases involving commercial
ectities, and even those provide little
guidasce. Is deep linking really a
problem? Both companies a n d
legislators seem to think so. Some

states, for example Virginia, have
begun to draft legislation in this area.
The proposed Virginia Web Site
Protection Act would require the State
to establish a web site registry and
creates new tort claims and remedies
for injuries to web sites. A site owner
could prohibit a user from knowingly
ar,d intentionally bypassing the web
site's homepage a n d accessing
information within the we5 site,
where the use would cause unfair
competition, injure the website owner
or his or her property. The Act even
includes
protection
against
embarrassment or defamation to the
site.
W-eb site owners 3ave valid concerns
about deep iinking. Problems inciude
avoiding advertising on sites, loss of
computer capacity and bandwidth
resulting from deep linking and the
use of framing to disguise the true
source of the material or to block
advertising. Framing refers to web
pages that are divided into multiple
areas each which can contain material
from other remote sites. When a frame
is book marked, it is the frame site
that is saved, not the true home of the
material. Concerns regarding links
between different sites is not new.
There are already existing contracts to
create and maintain mutual links,
guarantee the prominence of a link,
and prohibit the creation of links to
competing products. Such contracts
have already been the source of
litigation.
Many web sites derive substantial
income from advertising. Bypassing
the initial pages containing the
advertising decreases its value and
may threaten the profitability of the
site. In Ticketmaster v. Tickets.com the
defendant provides a ticket buying
service on the Internet. Some tickets

are exclusive to Ticketmaster, so
Tickets.com created links directly to
the sales pages on Ticketmaster.
Although Ticketmaster ultimately sold
the tickets, the arrangement
threatened advertising income. This
case is still pending. The same
problem was litigated in Ticketmaster
v. Microsoft, but that case was settled
confidentially in late Januaiy 1999 so
the terms are unknown.
Another reason that web page owners
may object to deep linking is potential
loss of computer capacity a n d
bandwidth. In eBay vv.Bidders Edge,
the court issued a preliminary
injunction after finding that the
auction aggregator Bidders Edge (BE)
was accessing the auction site eBay
about IOC,030 times per day. BE was
using "robots" to access eBay's bidding
site a n d provide users with a
comparison af all of the Internet
auction sites. Robots or spiders are
software programs used to search the
Internet a n d copy or retrieve
information from web sites, The robot
can perform thousands of instructions
per minute and can consume a large
proportion of a site's resources making
those resources unavailable to other
users and slowing access to the site.
By creating a large enough number of
connections, it could even cause a
server crash. eBay asserted that BE
accounted for a huge number of
requests and total data transferred by
eBay during certain periods.
At first giance, observers might have
expected copyright challenges to deep
linking. After all, a web site is a
collection of ideas, text and graphics
and the creation of a web site can be
expensive a n d time consuming.
Certainly, if the defendants copied the
site and placed it on its own server,
the copyright argument would be
persuasive. Even i~ most framing
cases, defendants are not downloading
the material; they are only creating an
access poini. Copyright claims are
more likely where the defendant
appears to claim credit or ownership
for the linked site.
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Some people argue that it is not in the
public interest to permit web site
owners to restrict access. Proponents
of this view maintain that the Internet
will cease ro function if materiai
pubiished on the web cannot be
universaily accessed. In opposition to
this view, site owners naintain that
the Internet cannot function if
intellectual property rights are not
respected.
Linking cases have included a wide
range of complaints brought under
unfair c o q e t i t i o ~contract
,
violation,
u n j u s t enrichment, trespass,
misappropriation, passing off, false
advertising, toriious interference with
prospective business advantage and
trademark violations. Most of the early
cases were settled and it is difficult to
predict how the courts will ultimately
rule. Although some courts are

accepting a "subtle harm analysis,"
others have refused to ?errnit a n
injunction without evidence of
irreparable or tangikle h a r m

content. %i your company does not
have a linking psiicy, it mag be
worihwhile to create a dear iinking
poiicy for the library's we5 site.

The Iikeiihood of litigation depends on
the type of sites invoived and the
conrent used. Library websites that
interfere with another sites' ability to
attract advertising is risky. Fia~her,
robots that place a large Cemand u p m
resources may invite litigation, W h e ~
creating library websites ir, the
corporate environment that link to
commercia3 sites, it may be best to ask
permission to deep iink to those
resources. This is especially Lwe when
using frames. Deep linking on web
pages for nonprofit libraries presents
less risk of litigatioc. Aii site owners
should avoid webpages that confuse
visitors as to ownership or &at take
an unfair advantage of another site's

by Steve3 Melanrn?, Reference/
Electronic Services Librarian,
-university of North Carolina.
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IReview resnmes onJLi31~e
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(monthly and yearly job posting p c k z g e s also availabie)
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Dsn? t a n t ts miss Out2
Contact §LA'S Strategic Learning

and Devziopment Cenrer
at 1-202-939-3627
or send an e-mail to learsing@sia.org

Every day you have questions
t c tnswer. infomation to
manage. Decisions t o make.
Xiplinge? Business Forecasts
(KBF) is the online resource that
provides you with the strategic
insight and advance knowledge
you w e d to keep your company
on the path to success.
KBF is a new web-based
business, economic, and public
policy forecasting service.

The cot?tent is broad and
deep. The forecasts are timely,
accurate, and reiiabie. The
navigation is smooth and easy.
And the data is dynamic.
KBF reduces research time
and provides vital information to
heip your company stay ahead
of the competition.

Pry KBF at no risk
and no cost. Go t o
KiplirqerForecasts.ccm/trial
today for a FREE, NOOBiiGATiON, !4-DAY
TRIAL or contact Paui Vizza
or Craig McKinnis at
202-887-6594
for core information.

iscovering Tex-Mex,

Tex-Mex is to Texas what pizza is to
New b r k . Although it takes =any of
its ingredients from Mexico, you won't
find anything like it in Guadalajara.
This ainique cuisine has endless
variations-no two cooks make the
same enchilada. In San Anronio in
June 2001 there will be plenty of
opportmity for culinary adventure.

8iarZirw.j r ? ~ t
Whiie you peruse the usually lengthy
menu, the server will bring tortilla
chips and salsa. Carefully dip a chjp
in the salsa and do a taste test. Salsa
varies from miid and tomatoey to hot
and spicy.
Bgerleivm-Appmc~ 3
One of the most popular appetizers is
nachos. These are crisp tortilla chips
smothered in melted cheddar and
sprinkled with jalapeiio pepper slices.
While some Texans ear jalapefios like
pickles, they can be pretty hotespecially the seeds. You miget nachos
"loaded" with beef, beans, or cL'-'
J&en.
Quesadillas are flour tortillas filled
with cheese and a variety of other
ingredients and are pan-fried. They
serve one as a lunch or =any as an
appetizer. They come topped with sour
cream, guacamole, and pico de gallo.
Pico de gailo is tiny bits of onion,
peppers, and tomatoes with cilantro,
an herb that looks like parsley but has
a very different flavor.

Eatridas-?&in

diskas

Most main dish items involve a tortilia,

either corn or flour, rolled or folded
over a stuffing of cheese, anions,
spinach, mushrooms, shrimp, beef,
chicken, or pork. The result is served
with some sort of sauce, salsa or s m r
cream. Below are basic descriptions of
s o n e of the rr~cstpopular delicacies:
Chaiupas-crispy flat corn tortillas
topped with refried beans, iettuce,
tomatoes, and shredded cheddar.
Chimichangas-burritos
deep-fried.

that are

Enchiladas-corn torlillas, stuffed
i~ith
cheese and onions, beef, chicken,
fish, or spinach, rolled up, and baked
in sauce. Sauces may b e red
{ranchero), green (sour cream and
spinach), or cheesy.
Fajitas-designed for extroverts. Strips
of seasoned meat or shrimp, red and
green sweet peppers, and oniocs
grilled and delivered to '&e table still
sizzling in a very attention-getting
manner. Place a SMALL amount of the
fajita mixture in the center of a flour
tortilla, fold up the bottom third, and
then fold in the sides,
Flautas-corn tortillas stuffed with
beef, chicken or pork, roiled up and
deep-fried.
Tamales-cornmeal
dough
surrounding a meat iiiling, then
wrapped in a corc husk and steaEed.
REMOVE the corn husk before eating.
Nearly all meals are served with
refried beans, pinto beans that have
been cooked and then mashed up a
bit and fried, and rice. Your server may
a l s ~ask if you want corn or flour
tortillas with your meal. Try one of
each. Burter them, dip them in salsa,
or fill them with your refried beans.

Po5tres-Bcsscrts
Too stuffed for dessert! Toc. bad! TexMex has some wonderful ones. Most
restaurants s e n e fian, a sweet custard,
and sopapilias, a puffy frled bread
rolled in cinnamon and sugar, sixilar
to a beignet {forthose of yon from Xew
Brleans]. To eat a sopapilla, make a
hole with a ianife or fork and pour in
honey. They're a little messy, but
wcrth it.

Sebidas---Bmemge5
in
:
or,
to unlimited iced tea. 1 7 0 2
may want to L I some of the tradidcnal
alcokolic beverages. Many Tex-Mex
restaurants offer a variety of beers
imported fro= Mexico. On a warn*day
< lairnost
any day in June; a frozen
maganita can coo: you down fast. The
primary components are crushed ice,
lime juice, and tequila. Be careful
though, a good margarita goes down
not fee1
v e ~ ys m o ~ t h l yand yea
the effects until you try to stand up.
Tex-,Mex food is filling, fattening, and
addictive, so c o r x kungry and enjoy.
To plan your culinary expedition,
check these web sites:

get yours today

Sept~m
ber
Eefi~fngrand Driving
the e-Enterprise
Ilt$://mv.k,-nwo~Id.c~~:/GG/
KN:Worid
Segteaber 13-15, 2OcC
Sant; Clara, CA, USA

Kedicd Library AsscsiztianKid-AtIrantic Chapter
h;tp://mmni.cbil.vcu.ed~/mac/
events/2003/~1ee?xg.hthtiAl
ILIAC 2000: Reaching
for the Stars
October 18-21, 29GC
Fails Charen, VA, USA

0niir.e 'ITord 2900
P.:tp://

ww~~.onlinew~rId2GG0.~or./
Cnline 1r.c.
S e p t e d e r 18-29, 2330
San Diego, CA, 3SA

ECDLZOCB: European
Conference on ResearcX
and Advanced Technolcgy
fox Digital Libraries
http://ww.3n.pP/crg/
agenda/ecd.!2000
Bi31io:eca Kacicnal
September 18-20, 2C03
Lisboc, Porkgal

The Ethics a£ Zisectronie
Infarmation in the 21st
Century
fittp://w~w.i.~ernphis.edu/
ethics2
University of Menphis
Ccto5er 5-8, 2XG
Memphis, TN, USA

G GI9ba12000
b~://m~.siagiabzL2333.org/
The kfcmation Age:
Challenges and
Opporhrrrties
October 15-19, 200C
Brigkton, EngianC;, 5;K

m a 2000
bt?p://m.alia.o.-g.a/
ccnferecces/2CC0.l?tiill
ALIA
Octcbe; 24-25, 20C0
Canberrz, A-m:raIia

The SilverPlatter Internet Service is an easy way to
have desktop access to over 220 research databases
hosted by SilverPlatter. Remote users can search
SilverPlatter databases - from home computers,
campus libraries, dormitory rooms, corporate
headquarters, branch offices or overseas locations from anywhere there is an lcternet connection!

Your Internet Subscription oBers:
A powerful, user-friendly search interface - available in 4 languages
a Secure access through usernames and passwords, IP filtering or both
* Convenience for sites with combination LAX, WAN and Internet access
* Minima! investment - SiIverPlatter provides the databases, hardware and maintenance
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And now, through SilverLinker"" technology, researchers can nzvigate seamlessly from

;5+$:5$:9
bibliographic records to full text articles via web links to:
A.. 3

y

your choice of online journal providers
:I your library's local holdings
- document delivery suppliers or izterlibrary loan services
-:

Try SilverPlatter's Internet Service - FREE for 30 Days!
Email SiIverPlatter at info@silverplatter.com or call your local SilverPlatter office
e r distributor.
'.""
100 River Ridge Drive
Norwood, MA 02062
Tel: 800-343-0064, 781-769-2599
Fax: 781-769-8763

For up-to-date information about SilverPlatterls databases and services,
please visit our website.

In a changing woi-Idj visior?,
experience ar;d reliability
are the cjuziities you vaiue
in a partner. Whether it be
the management of your
subscriptions or the deiivey
of an azicie to your desktctopj
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Enhancing the power
of your knowledge

INTRODUCING RIGHT,

The system designed to get the right information in the
right format to the right people at the right time.

Right...because it gives you a superior way to keep
the entire eglerprise :^formed and advancigg.
LEXIS -NEXIS dnivecse Smart Tools provides the
inform&ion professionaj better tools to search, retrieve.
and distribute critical information to every ind~vidcjal

.'
within your organizaticn. With LEXIS-NEXIS L;:verse
Smart Tools, you have the ability to post documents.
publish search resuits, and place LiRLs (linked to key
research) on your !Wane?.The informaticn is then
easily retrievable by every employee in the company.

i.<:~owwhat's i-~ght>
today
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